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ABSTRACT
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) is the leading technique for character-
izing cellular heterogeneity in biological samples. Various scRNA-seq protocols
have been developed that can measure the transcriptome from thousands of cells
in a single experiment. With these methods readily available, the ability to trans-
form raw data into biological understanding of complex systems is now a rate-
limiting step. In this dissertation, I introduce novel computational software and
tools which enhance preprocessing and clustering of scRNA-seq data and evalu-
ate their performance compared to existing methods.
First, I present scruff, an R/Bioconductor package that preprocesses data gener-
ated from scRNA-seq protocols including CEL-Seq or CEL-Seq2 and reports com-
prehensive data quality metrics and visualizations. scruff rapidly demultiplexes,
aligns, and counts the reads mapped to genomic features with deduplication of
unique molecular identifier (UMI) tags and provides novel and extensive func-
tions to visualize both pre- and post-alignment data quality metrics for cells from
multiple experiments.
Second, I present Celda, a novel Bayesian hierarchical model that can perform si-
vii
multaneous co-clustering of genes into transcriptional modules and cells into sub-
populations for scRNA-seq data. Celda identified novel cell subpopulations in a
publicly available peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) dataset and outper-
formed a PCA-based approach for gene clustering on simulated data.
Third, I extend the application of Celda by developing a multimodal clustering
method that utilizes both mRNA and protein expression information generated
from single-cell sequencing datasets with multiple modalities, and demonstrate
that Celda multimodal clustering captured meaningful biological patterns which
are missed by transcriptome- or protein-only clustering methods.
Collectively, this work addresses limitations present in the computational analy-
ses of scRNA-seq data by providing novel methods and solutions that enhance
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Cell is the fundamental unit of life. Groups of cells form tissues in multicellular or-
ganisms and perform specific roles of life. In healthy tissues, cells interact, commu-
nicate, and cooperate to carry out basic biological functions. In malignant tumors,
cells abnormally proliferate, spread, and invade, signifying hallmarks of cancer
(Hanahan & Weinberg, 2011). One approach to unveiling the molecular mecha-
nism of these biological processes is through transcriptomics. Transcriptomics is
the study and profiling of transcriptome, the set of all RNA (or messenger RNA,
mRNA) transcripts within a cell, a tissue, or an organism. Like taking snapshots,
transcriptomic profiling provides information on transcription activity and RNA
abundance of a biological sample, revealing their changing status under different
conditions or during different developmental stages in time. Historically, meth-
ods including serial/cap analysis of gene expression, quantitative PCR (qPCR),
and microarray are some of the notable attempts to cellular transcriptome charac-
terization. Since the advent of next generation sequencing (NGS), RNA sequenc-
ing (RNA-seq) gradually became the preferred method for transcriptomic studies
(Nagalakshmi et al., 2008; Wilhelm et al., 2008). RNA-seq quantifies the level of
transcription by sequencing and counting the short fragmented complementary
DNA (cDNA) reads which reflects the abundance of RNA molecules. Experimen-
tal workflow and computational preprosessing steps of an 3’ RNA-seq experiment
for profiling mRNA molecules usually include the following steps:
• RNA extraction and selection. RNA is extracted from biological tissue sam-
ple or a large population of input cells and poly(A)-selected to include only
1
mRNA.
• Reverse transcription (RT) and optional cDNA amplification. mRNA is re-
verse transcribed to cDNA. PCR can be used to exponentially amplify cDNA
molecules.
• Transcript fragmentation. RNA or cDNA is fragmented and size-selected to
purify short reads that are the appropriate length for sequencing. This step
can happen before or after RT.
• Sequencing. cDNA library is sequenced by sequencing machine. FASTQ files
containing short read sequence and quality data are generated.
• Read alignment. Each short read sequence is mapped to the reference genome
to identify the gene which the mRNA transcript originated from.
• Read counting. The number of reads mapped to each gene are counted. A
table of raw counts representing the expression levels of genes in the sample
is generated.
RNA-seq provides digital gene expression (DGE) readouts on the number of tran-
scripts for each gene. By counting the short reads mapped to each gene, the level
of gene expression is quantified as non-negative integers. This delivers an un-
paralleled level of sensitivity on the absolute abundance of mRNA transcripts
(Rodriguez-Esteban et al., 2015). However, total or “bulk” RNA-seq only mea-
sures the average expression level for each gene across a large population of input
cells. This is insufficient for studying highly heterogeneous systems including em-
bryos in early development stage and complex tissues such as blood and brain.
In order to overcome this obstacle, Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) — a
2
technology which can measure gene expressions at single-cell resolution — was
developed.
1.1 Single-cell RNA sequencing
scRNA-seq is the leading technique for characterizing the transcriptomes of indi-
vidual cells in a biological sample (Mereu et al., 2020; Conesa et al., 2016). Along
with the development of novel scRNA-seq methods in past years, NGS-based tech-
nologies for transcriptomics are now increasingly focused on the characterization
of individual cells (Hwang et al., 2018). The first description of single-cell tran-
scriptomic analysis based on a NGS platform was published in 2009 (Tang et al.,
2009) where the transcriptome of a single blastomere of a four-cell mouse embryo
was profiled. The scale and capabilities of scRNA-seq methods have expanded
rapidly in recent years, enabling major discoveries and large-scale cell mapping
efforts (Ding et al., 2020; Svensson et al., 2018). In the past 10 years, more than 40
scRNA-seq protocols have been introduced (Table 1.1), more than 800 tools have
been designed for analyzing scRNA-seq data (Zappia et al., 2018), and more than
1,000 studies have been reported utilizing scRNA-seq technology (Svensson et al.,
2020). The largest dataset in the scRNA-seq field to date was published in 2020
where a total of ~4 million cells were profiled from more than 110 samples gen-
erated from 15 fetal organs via sci-RNA-seq3 (Cao et al., 2020b). scRNA-seq has
emerged as the contemporary gold standard approach for molecularly defining
cell states or phenotypes (Tammela & Sage, 2020).




C1 CAGE Microfluidics 5’ (Kouno et al., 2019)
3
C1 HT Microfluidics 3’ (Barriga et al., 2017)
CEL-Seq2 Microfluidics,
FACS
3’ (Hashimshony et al., 2012,
2016)
Chromium Microfluidics 3’ (Zheng et al., 2017)
CytoSeq Microwell 3’ (Fan et al., 2015a)
ddSEQ Microfluidics 3’ (Tran et al., 2019)
DroNC-seq1 Microfluidics 3’ (Habib et al., 2017)
Drop-seq Microfluidics 3’ (Macosko et al., 2015)
FLT-seq Microfluidics Full-length (Tian et al., 2020)
FRISCR FACS Full-length (Thomsen et al., 2016)
HyPR-seq Microfluidics 3’ (Marshall et al., 2020)
ICELL8 Microwell 3’ (Goldstein et al., 2017)
inDrops Microfluidics 3’ (Klein et al., 2015; Zilionis
et al., 2017)
MARS-seq2.0 FACS 3’ (Jaitin et al., 2014;
Keren-Shaul et al., 2019)
MATQ-seq2 Manual cell
picking
Full-length (Sheng et al., 2017)
mcSCRB-seq FACS 3’ (Bagnoli et al., 2018)
Microwell-seq Microwell 3’ (Han et al., 2018b)
MicroSPLiT3 Combinatorial
indexing
3’ (Kuchina et al., 2020)
PMA Manual cell
picking
Full-length (Pan et al., 2013)
PETRI-seq3 Combinatorial
indexing
3’ (Blattman et al., 2020)
Quartz-seq2 FACS 3’ (Sasagawa et al., 2018, 2013)
RAGE-Seq FACS Full-length (Singh et al., 2019)
RamDA-seq2 FACS Full-length (Hayashi et al., 2018)
SC3-seq Manual cell
picking
3’ (Nakamura et al., 2015)













3’ (Datlinger et al., 2019)
Seq-Well Microwell 3’ (Gierahn et al., 2017)





Full-length (Picelli et al., 2013;
Hagemann-Jensen et al.,
2020)
Smart-seq-total2 FACS Full-length (Isakova et al., 2020)
snDrop-seq1 Microfluidics 3’ (Lake et al., 2018, 2019)
SMARTer2 FACS Full-length (Verboom et al., 2019)
SPLiT-seq1 Combinatorial
indexing
3’ (Rosenberg et al., 2018)
STRT-seq-2i FACS,
Microwell
5’ (Islam et al., 2011;
Hochgerner et al., 2017)
SUPeR-seq2 Manual cell
picking
5’, 3’ (Fan et al., 2015b)
Tn5Prime FACS 5’ (Cole et al., 2018)
viscRNA-Seq FACS 3’ (Zanini et al., 2018b,a)
yscRNA-seq FACS Full-length (Nadal-Ribelles et al., 2019)
1 Single-nucleus RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq).
2 Total RNA sequencing.
3 Microbial scRNA-seq.
4 Single-cell nuclear and cytoplasmic RNA sequencing.
1.1.1 Single-cell isolation and capture
Despite the wide variety of scRNA-seq protocols, common techniques for physical
isolation or indexing of single cells for scRNA-seq analysis can be loosely catego-
rized into 4 approaches: fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), microfluidics,
microwells, and combinatorial indexing. Other niche methods including manual
cell picking or micromanipulation (Tang et al., 2009), laser capture microdissection
(Foley et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2017), and Raman optical tweezers (Fang et al., 2020)
are less extensively used and not discussed here.
1.1.1.1 FACS
FACS utilizes flow cytometry and offers a sensitive and reproducible approach
to isolating single cells without substantially compromising cell viability (Navin
et al., 2011; Baslan et al., 2012). Cells are encapsulated in small liquid droplets
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selectively labeled with electric charges, sorted by an external electric field, and
collected by chosen receptacle at a very high purity level (Shields et al., 2017). Ad-
ditionally, by pre-treating cells with fluorophore-conjugated monoclonal antibod-
ies which bind to specific cell surface antigens, sorting based on cell-type specific
markers can be achieved (McKinnon, 2018). This strategy is very useful for sit-
uations when one wants to isolate a specific subset of cell types for sequencing.
However, the drawback of FACS for scRNA-seq is the number of cells captured
is limited by experimental design, and it is not easily scalable and often requires
robotic automation (Svensson et al., 2018). Another limitation of FACS is the re-
quirement for large starting volumes (difficulty in isolating cells from low-input
numbers <10,000) (Hwang et al., 2018). FACS have been widely used in combi-
nation with a variety of scRNA-seq protocols including CEL-Seq2 (van den Brink
et al., 2017), sci-RNA-seq3 (Cao et al., 2020b), and Smart-seq3 (Hagemann-Jensen
et al., 2020).
1.1.1.2 Microfluidic chips and droplets
Microfluidic devices provide cost-effective isolation of single cells with quantifi-
cation of gene expression among many cells in one experiment (Papalexi & Satija,
2018). Microfluidic chips or integrated fluidic circuits (IFCs) contain multiple chan-
nels and “Quake valves” which can be used to confine a cell, and can process
many individual cells with limited manual input (Prakadan et al., 2017; Shalek
et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2019). The Fuidigm C1 system is based on this technology,
which can automatically separate 96 suspended cells at a time and allows for cells
to be individually imaged before sequencing (Gong et al., 2018a; Papalexi & Satija,
2018). Advances in microfluidics and microengineering have also enabled the con-
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finement of single cells to nanoliter- or picoliter-sized water droplets contained in
an oil phase (Jammes & Maerkl, 2020). In these droplet-based microfluidic devices,
two flows of liquid — one containing reagents (including cell lysis buffer and re-
verse transcrptase) and beads with poly(T) RT primers, and the other containing
cells in buffer — are merged into a combined flow (Svensson et al., 2018). This
flow is partitioned into droplets by the addition of oil at set speed. By calibrating
the relative rate of the two flows and controlling the creation of droplets, a user
can ensure that in most cases only one single cell will be encapsulated in a droplet
(Svensson et al., 2018).
1.1.1.3 Microwells
Instead of isolating single cells through electric field, valve mechanics, or artifi-
cial emulsion, microwell devices capture single cells by gravity. One of the early
uses of microwells to isolate single cells was reported in 2005 where polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) plates were fabricated with high density of microwells (400–
1800 microwells/mm2) (Rettig & Folch, 2005). Diluted cells were seeded in the
plate, fell in individual microwells randomly according to Poisson statisitcs, and
with optimal combination of well depth and diameter, 92.2% of microwells con-
tained exactly one cell. Recent scRNA-seq studies utilizing microwells use PDMS
plates with ~105 picoliter-sized wells, yielding thousands high-quality single-cell
libraries (Fan et al., 2015a; Bose et al., 2015; Yuan & Sims, 2016; Gierahn et al., 2017).
Pouring agarose solution onto the surface of the PDMS plate to make a disposable
agarose microwell plate allows almost permanent reuse of the PDMS microwell
plate (Han et al., 2018b).
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1.1.1.4 Combinatorial indexing
Combinatorial indexing stands out as an unique cell-tracing method in that it does
not require the physical isolation of single cells. In SPLiT-seq, formaldehyde-fixed
cells or nuclei are distributed into a 96- or 384-well plate, indexed by in situ reverse
transcription, pooled, and redistributed into a new 96- or 384-well plate (Rosen-
berg et al., 2018). By doing this step a few times, the probability of two cells falling
into the same well and thus having the same index would be extremely low, so
that each cell would have its unique combinatorial index. SPLiT-seq could achieve
an uniquely-barcoded-cell (UBC) purity of 99.9% (Rosenberg et al., 2018). Because
combinatorial indexing does not require cell isolation, it is compatible with a wide
range of cell shapes and sizes (Kuchina et al., 2020). Besides SPLiT-seq, sci-Plex
(Srivatsan et al., 2020) and sci-RNA-seq (Cao et al., 2017, 2019, 2020b) are other
notable examples of barcoding cells using combinatorial indexing. Three levels
of combinatorial indexing by sci-RNA-seq3 resulted in the characterization of ~4
million single cells (Cao et al., 2020b). Combinatorial indexing enables flexible
and scalable cell and sample multiplexing, demonstrating promising application
in profiling organs with complex heterogeneity.
1.1.2 Cell barcode
After isolation, single cells are labeled with cell barcodes (CBs) before being pooled
together and sequencing. It would be extremely impractical to sequence the indi-
vidual cells separately. Individual cells are lysed in plates, droplets, or microw-
ells and RNAs are reverse transcribed to cDNAs. The oligonucleotide (oligo) RT
primers used in this step contains a CB sequence which is primarily unique for
each well or droplets, enabling tagging, indexing, or barcoding of all cDNAs in
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each cell (Zilionis et al., 2017). As a result, the CBs can be used to trace the cellular
origin of these cDNA molecules after sequencing and the reads are assigned to in-
dividual cells by in silico demultiplexing. CBs are usually longer than 8 base pairs
(bps), accounting for at least 48 = 65536 unique tags (Papalexi & Satija, 2018).
1.1.3 Unique molecular identifier
One of the main challenges in scRNA-seq is amplification bias which reduces
quantitative accuracy (Islam et al., 2014; Shiroguchi et al., 2012). In vitro tran-
scription and PCR are often used to amplify cDNA during library preparation of
scRNA-seq. These steps play a big role in introducing bias which leads to depletion
of GC- and AT-rich reads (Aird et al., 2011). To overcome this limitation, unique
molecular identifiers (UMIs) are used to make each transcript molecule distinct
(Kivioja et al., 2011). Similar to the incorporation of CB, UMI tags present on RT
primers are appended to cDNA molecules during reverse transcription for most
protocols (Potter, 2018). However, every oligo primer has a randomly generated
and unique UMI barcode that is different for every oligo, enabling all sequenced
reads with the same UMI to be compressed to a single hybridization event between
an mRNA and a specific oligo (Islam et al., 2014). The ability to count the initial
cDNA product of reverse transcription rather than all the amplicons avoids bias
in the interpretation of gene expression levels introduced by PCR amplification
(Potter, 2018). UMI tag is usually longer than 4 bps, setting the upper bound of
detected transcripts per gene per cell to > 44 = 256 (Hwang et al., 2018).
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1.2 Computational analysis of scRNA-seq data
The computational analysis of scRNA-seq data transforms raw read sequence
information to biological interpretation through a combination of preprocessing
pipelines, quality control, and the use of a variety of machine learning and statisti-
cal tools (Luecken & Theis, 2019). Most common computational tasks or analyses
that can be performed on scRNA-seq data include data preprocessing and gen-
eration of gene expression matrix, cell calling, quality control and data filtering,
data normalization, feature selection, data imputation, batch correction and data
integration, dimension reduction and visualization, unsupervised cell clustering,
cell type classification, differential expression testing, cell trajectory inference, and
gene regulatory network (Hie et al., 2020).
1.2.1 Preprocessing sequencing data
After cDNA libraries are sequenced and read information in FASTQ format are
generated, preprocessing steps take place to quantify the expression levels of all
genes for each cell. Preprocessing steps generally include CB demultiplexing, read
alignment, and UMI counting.
1.2.1.1 Cell-barcode demultiplexing
For each cDNA oligo in a scRNA-seq library, two paired-end reads are sequenced.
For example, for CEL-Seq2, read 1 contains UMI, CB, and poly(T) tail at the 5’
end of the oligo (the 3’ end of the original mRNA transcript), and read 2 contains
transcript sequences at the 3’ end of the oligo (somewhere in the middle of the
original mRNA) (Hashimshony et al., 2016). During demultiplexing, all reads are




Read alignment can take place before or after CB demultiplexing. In this step, read
aligner map each read to the reference genome to locate the gene that transcribed
the transcript. Commonly used aligners include conventional alignment-based
aligners Bowtie 2 (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012), STAR (Dobin et al., 2013), Sub-
read (Liao et al., 2013), BWA (Li & Durbin, 2009), HISAT2 (Kim et al., 2019), and
alignment-free tools Sailfish (Patro et al., 2014), Salmon (Patro et al., 2017), and
kallisto (Bray et al., 2016). After read alignment, BAM or SAM files are usually
generated with records of read mapping results.
1.2.1.3 Read counting
After reads are mapped to individual genes, the number of reads or unique UMIs
for each gene are counted to represent the transcription level of the gene (Kivioja
et al., 2011). The result is usually exported in a spreadsheet with rows being genes
and columns being CBs. This spreadsheet is usually called the count matrix or gene
expression matrix. Each value stored in the matrix represents the number of reads
or UMIs detected for a gene in a cell. Each UMI count in the matrix represents
the successful capture, reverse transcription and sequencing of a RNA molecule
(Luecken & Theis, 2019).
1.2.2 Cell calling
For droplet microfluidics and microwell scRNA-seq protocols that rely on ran-
domly barcoded beads to label single cells, the cell encapsulation or loading ef-
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ficiency is well below 100% (Zheng et al., 2017; Gierahn et al., 2017). Due to the
contamination of ambient cell-free RNA, reads with certain CBs stem from the
droplets or microwells without an encapsulated or loaded cell (Lun et al., 2019).
CBs representing these “empty” droplets or microwells are usually removed be-
fore further analyses via cell calling, where an empirical algorithm is used to iden-
tify true cell-containing partitions from empty ones. Some notable cell-calling al-
gorithms include Cell Ranger v2.0 cell-calling algorithm (Zheng et al., 2017), Cell
Ranger v3.0 cell-calling algorithm (Rabilloud et al., 2021), Macosko et al. method
(Macosko et al., 2015), and EmptyDrops (Lun et al., 2019). All of these methods
essentially have a tendency to remove CBs with low overall counts.
1.2.3 Quality control
For scRNA-seq experiments, the dissociation and isolation steps often result in the
captured cells being stressed, broken, or dead (Ilicic et al., 2016). These cells can
lead to misinterpretation of the data and therefore need to be excluded. Com-
mon practices for filtering out low-quality cells are often study-specific, rely on
experience, and set arbitrary thresholds based on a variety of quality control (QC)
metrics including number of uniquely mapped reads, fraction of exon mapping
reads, number of detected genes, fraction of mitochondrial reads, etc. (Luecken
& Theis, 2019). Nevertheless, tools including cellity (Ilicic et al., 2016), Ensem-
bleKQC (Ma et al., 2019), scater (McCarthy et al., 2017), SCell (Diaz et al., 2016),
SinQC (Jiang et al., 2016) and SkewC (Abugessaisa et al., 2020) provide automatic




To better account for technical variability in scRNA-seq experiments, it has become
common to add spike-in RNA standards of known abundance to the endogenous
samples (Brennecke et al., 2013; Grun et al., 2014; Tung et al., 2017). The most com-
monly used spike-in was developed by the External RNA Controls Consortium
(ERCC) (Jiang et al., 2011; External, 2005; Munro et al., 2014) comprising of a set of
96 transcripts between 250 and 2,000 nucleotides (nts) in length with varying GC
contents that mimic natural eukaryotic mRNAs. These RNA spike-ins are usually
added during RT reaction before amplification (Keren-Shaul et al., 2019). After
sequencing, the correlations between the UMI counts and known concentrations
of ERCC spike-ins can be used to filter out cells with low amplification efficiency
(Duclos et al., 2019). The within-sample variance of these spike-in transcripts can
be used to select variable features (1.2.5) (Chen et al., 2019a) and cross-sample vari-
ations can be modeled for batch correction (Nestorowa et al., 2016). However, this
external QC method is almost exclusively limited to FACS-compatible scRNA-seq
protocols such as CEL-Seq2 (Hashimshony et al., 2016), Smart-seq3 (Hagemann-
Jensen et al., 2020), and MARS-seq2.0 (Keren-Shaul et al., 2019). Droplet-based
applications including Drop-seq (Macosko et al., 2015) and inDrops (Klein et al.,
2015) cannot easily incorporate this system (Hwang et al., 2018).
1.2.3.2 Mitochondrial RNA
The proportion of mitochondrial transcripts (mtDNA%) is one of the important
QC metrics used to remove low-quality cells (Ji & Sadreyev, 2019). High numbers
of mitochondrial transcripts are indicators of cell stress, and therefore mtDNA%
is a measurement associated with apoptotic, stressed and low-quality cells (Oso-
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rio & Cai, 2020; Ordonez-Rueda et al., 2020; Lun et al., 2016c; Ilicic et al., 2016).
In practice, the applied mtDNA% thresholds are often arbitrarily defined based
on the tissue type and the distribution of mtDNA% among cells (Osorio & Cai,
2020). Although a widely-accepted mtDNA% QC method is lacking, omitting the
mtDNA% QC filter or adopting a suboptimal mtDNA% threshold may lead to er-
roneous biological interpretations of scRNA-seq data (Osorio & Cai, 2020). It is
worth noting that the average mtDNA% in scRNA-seq data across human tissues
(~4%) is significantly higher than in mouse tissues (~2%), with human epithelial
cells having the highest median mtDNA% of 8.4% (Osorio & Cai, 2020).
1.2.3.3 Doublets and Multiplets
For scRNA-seq protocols utilizing droplet microfluidics to isolate cells, two or
more cells can be encapsulated in one droplet by chance (Chen et al., 2019a). These
doublets and multiplets might carry gene expression signatures from different
cell types and can constitute as many as 40% of total droplets (Bernstein et al.,
2020). There are two types of doublets: homotypic doublets, which are formed
by transcriptionally similar cells; and heterotypic doublets, which are formed by
cells of distinct types, lineages, or states (McGinnis et al., 2019b,a). These dou-
blets may confound further data analyses by forming spurious cell cluster or inter-
fering with differential expression (DE) analysis (Xi & Li, 2021). Various doublet
detection methods have been developed including scrublet (Wolock et al., 2019),
doubletCells (Lun et al., 2016c), cxds (Bais & Kostka, 2020), bcds (Bais & Kostka,
2020), Hybrid (Bais & Kostka, 2020), DoubletDetection (Gayoso & Shor, 2020),
DoubletFinder (McGinnis et al., 2019b,a), and Solo (Bernstein et al., 2020). Xi &
Li (2021) tested the performance of these methods using 16 real and 112 synthetic
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datasets and found that DoubletFinder and cxds methods have the best detection
accuracy and computational efficiency.
1.2.3.4 Droplet decontamination
Besides the contamination of ambient RNA in “empty” droplets as mentioned in
1.2.2, these cell-free RNA can also appear in true cell-containing droplets (Young
& Behjati, 2020). In addition, cross contamination between cell-containing droplets
can occur when transcripts from different cell populations “blend” together (Yang
et al., 2020; Xi & Li, 2021). Methods including DecontX (Yang et al., 2020), SoupX
(Young & Behjati, 2020), and CellBender(Fleming et al., 2019) have been devel-
oped to “decontaminate” or “purify” these cell-containing droplets by estimating
and removing the mRNA contamination background. Applying these methods to
scRNA-seq data generally results in more distinct cell clusters, better specificity of
marker genes, and meaningful biological interpretation of cellular heterogeneity
(Yang et al., 2020).
1.2.4 Data normalization, transformation, and standardization
1.2.4.1 Data normalization
Due to variabilities inherent in reverse transcription and sequencing steps in
scRNA-seq, the total number of counts (library size) for identical cells can differ
(Luecken & Theis, 2019). In order to remove any differences arisen solely from
sampling errors between cells, normalization by accounting for the library size of
each cell to obtain correct relative gene expression abundances between cells is
usually required. A commonly-used and fast scRNA-seq normalization method is
to simply divide gene counts by library size (and then multiply by a fixed scale
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factor) (Satija et al., 2015). Various methods designed for normalizing scRNA-seq
data have been developed, including BASiCS (Vallejos et al., 2015), GRM (Ding
et al., 2015), Linnorm (Yip et al., 2017), SAMstrt (Katayama et al., 2013), scran (Lun
et al., 2016a), SCnorm (Bacher et al., 2017), and SPRING (Weinreb et al., 2018).
Comparison studies have reported that different normalization methods perform
optimally for different datasets and not a single normalization method is appro-
priate for all types of scRNA-seq data Vieth et al. (2017); Cole et al. (2019); Lytal
et al. (2020).
1.2.4.2 Data transformation
After normalization, data matrices are typically log(x+1)-transformed. This trans-
formation has three important effects. Firstly, differences between log-transformed
expression values represent log fold changes, which are the canonical way to mea-
sure changes in expression. Secondly, log-transformation mitigates (but does not
remove) the mean–variance relationship in scRNA-seq data by reducing the im-
pact of stochastic fluctuations for high-abundance genes (Brennecke et al., 2013).
Finally, log transformation reduces the skewness of the data to approximate the
assumption of many downstream analyses that the data are normally distributed
(Luecken & Theis, 2019). Other transformations include square-root transforma-
tion, which provides variance stabilization for Poisson-distributed counts; and the
variance stabilizing transformation (VST) for negative binomial-distributed counts
from DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014).
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1.2.4.3 Data standardization
For scRNA-seq data, because the expression distributions of genes can vary largely,
the results of some data analysis algorithms may be dominated by genes with ex-
treme values. For example, some scRNA-seq methods (e.g., scrublet (Wolock et al.,
2019), SC3 (Kiselev et al., 2017)) allow calculating the similarity between two cells
by the Euclidean distance. If one of the genes has a broad range of values, the dis-
tance will be governed by this particular gene. Therefore, the expression range of
all genes can be standardized so that each gene contributes more proportionately
to the final distance. One of the commonly-used standardizing scaling method is z-
score, where normalized and transformed gene expressions are subtracted by the
mean and then divided by the standard deviation. However, standardizing the
genes might diminish the contribution of interesting genes with large total vari-
ances due to biological heterogeneity (Lun, 2018). Currently for scRNA-seq data,
there is no consensus on whether to perform standardization to scale genes to zero
mean and unit variance (Luecken & Theis, 2019).
1.2.5 Feature selection
Feature selection is one of the strategies for dealing with high dimensional data
such as scRNA-seq with tens of thousands of features (genes) per observation
(Chen et al., 2019a). It can be viewed as a variance reduction method that trades
off the benefits of decreased variance (from the reduction in dimensionality) with
the harm of increased bias (from eliminating some of the relevant features) (Mun-
son & Caruana, 2009). Feature selection often improves the signal-to-noise ratio
by selecting a list of highly variable genes and can largely speed up the computa-
tion of large-scale scRNA-seq data (Andrews & Hemberg, 2019). Feature selection
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methods for scRNA-seq data can be divided into three groups: highly variable
genes (HVG) based, spike-in based, and dropout based (Chen et al., 2019a). HVG
methods rely on the assumption that the genes with highly variable expression
across cells are resulted from biological effects rather than technical noise (Bren-
necke et al., 2013; Satija et al., 2015). Spike-in based approaches identify the genes
showing significantly higher variance than those of spike-ins with similar expres-
sion levels (Buettner et al., 2015; Vallejos et al., 2015). Dropout based methods
such as M3DROP take advantage of the dropout distribution to perform feature
selection (Andrews & Hemberg, 2019). It has been reported that performing fea-
ture selection on scRNA-seq data is essential for robust performance of several DE
testing methods (Soneson & Robinson, 2018).
1.2.6 Dropouts and data imputation
One important unintended characteristic of scRNA-seq data is called “dropout”,
where a gene is observed at a low or moderate expression level in one cell but is
not detected in another cell of the same cell type (Kharchenko et al., 2014). These
dropout events occur due to the low amounts of mRNA in individual cells and
inefficient mRNA capture, as well as the stochasticity of mRNA expression (Qiu,
2020). As a result of the dropouts, the scRNA-seq data is often highly sparse. The
excessive zero counts cause the data to be zero-inflated, only capturing a small
fraction of the transcriptome of each cell. Various imputation methods have been
developed, including AutoImpute (Talwar et al., 2018), DrImpute (Gong et al.,
2018b), MAGIC (van Dijk et al., 2018), RESCUE (Tracy et al., 2019), SAVER (Huang
et al., 2018), and ScImpute (Li & Li, 2018), accounting for dropsouts in scRNA-seq
data by replacing the missing data (dropouts) with inferred values. The common-
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ality of all these methods is to focus the analysis on highly variable genes that are
less affected by dropouts, leveraging the characteristic that dropouts are less fre-
quent for genes with higher expression magnitude (Qiu, 2020; Kharchenko et al.,
2014). Zhang & Zhang (2020) benchmarked the performance of eight imputation
methods and reported that data imputation in scRNA-seq improves the sensitivity
of downstream analyses including DE testing and trajectory inference.
1.2.7 Batch correction and data integration
Batch effects in scRNA-seq experiments are the unwanted variabilities associated
with technical factors which are unrelated to the biological or scientific variables
in a study when cells from one biological group or condition are dissociated, cap-
tured, and sequenced separate from cells in a second condition (Leek et al., 2010;
Hicks et al., 2018). Hicks et al. (2018) reported that 8 out of 15 publicly available
scRNA-seq datasets have >80% confounding levels between biological condition
and batch effect. Several methods have been designed to mitigate batch effects
in scRNA-seq data by removing or reducing cell-specific biases in single-cell data
while preserving biological variability, such as mutual nearest neighbor (MNN)
(Haghverdi et al., 2018), k-nearest neighbor batch effect test (kBET) (Buttner et al.,
2019), and Seurat’s canonical correlation analysis (CCA) (Butler et al., 2018). Stuart
et al. (2019) developed a strategy to “anchor” single-cell measurements not only
across scRNA-seq datasets but also across different data modalities, thus perform-
ing data integration enabling additional biological interpretations such as chro-
matin accessibility and spatial organization.
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1.2.8 Dimension reduction and visualization
In addition to feature selection, dimension reduction is another way to deal with
high-dimensional data. Dimension reduction techniques project high-dimensional
scRNA-seq data into a low-dimensional space by selectively preserving some key
structures of the original data (Chen et al., 2019a). Visualization is achieved by
reducing the original data to a 2-dimensional plane. Popular dimension reduc-
tion algorithms for visualization include linear methods such as principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) (Shlens, 2014), and non-linear methods such as t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) (Maaten & Hinton, 2008) and uniform
manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) (McInnes et al., 2018). PCA is a
widely used linear dimension reduction method which finds the principal com-
ponents that maximizes retained variance (Shlens, 2014). However, for high-
dimensional data that lies on or near a low-dimensional non-linear manifold, it
is usually more important to keep the low-dimensional representations of very
similar data points close together, which is not possible with a linear mapping like
PCA (Maaten & Hinton, 2008). t-SNE is capable of retaining the local structure
of the data while also revealing some important global cluster structures by fa-
voring the preservation of local distances over global distance (Maaten & Hinton,
2008). But this preference also creates limitations where large-scale information
such as the inter-cluster relationships may be lost (Becht et al., 2018). The novel
manifold learning technique UMAP provides competitive visualization quality as
t-SNE while also arguably preserves more of the global structure with superior run
time performance (McInnes et al., 2018). Becht et al. (2018) compared the perfor-
mance of t-SNE and UMAP using three mass cytometry and scRNA-seq datasets
and concluded that UMAP preserves more of the global structure and the conti-
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nuity of the cell subsets while also improves its utility for generating hypotheses
related to cellular development.
1.2.9 Clustering of cell populations
One of the main advantages of scRNA-seq is its ability to profile cellular hetero-
geneity at single-cell resolution, and unsupervised clustering is at the forefront
of transforming gene expression heterogeneity among single-cells to biological
understanding. Organizing cells into clusters is typically the first intermediate
result of any single-cell analysis and unsupervised clustering methods are often
used for de novo identification of cell populations with scRNA-seq data (Bacher &
Kendziorski, 2016; Luecken & Theis, 2019; Chen et al., 2019a). After grouping cells
into clusters based on the similarities of their gene expression profiles, it is easier
to annotate populations of cells sharing the same lineage or performing the same
function using cell marker genes — a group of well-characterized genes that are
known to be specifically expressed in certain cell types or lineages based on prior
studies — or through DE testing between clusters of cells (Luecken & Theis, 2019;
Hwang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019b). In addition, performing subclustering on
particular cell clusters is a valid approach to focus on more detailed substructures
in a dataset (Luecken & Theis, 2019). More than 20 cell clustering methods specif-
ically geared towards scRNA-seq data have been developed based on a variety of
underlying models (Table 1.2). Although many methods provide hyperparame-
ters or automatic evaluation to estimate the number of clusters for clustering, it is
worth noting that there is not a single method that provides optimal performance
for every scRNA-seq dataset, and various clustering tools and parameters should
be examined before a final clustering solution is chosen (Krzak et al., 2019).
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Table 1.2: List of published cell clustering methods for scRNA-seq
Method Clustering approach Reference
ascend Hierarchical clustering (Senabouth et al., 2019)
BAMM-SC Bayesian hierarchical model (Sun et al., 2019)
Celda Bayesian hierarchical model chapter 3
CIDR Hierarchical clustering (Lin et al., 2017)
Corr Hierarchical clustering (Jiang et al., 2018)
DESC Unsupervised deep
embedding
(Li et al., 2020)
DIMM-SC Dirichlet mixture model (Sun et al., 2018)
DRjCC Nonnegative matrix
factorization
(Wu & Ma, 2020)
pcaReduce Hierarchical clustering (Zurauskiene & Yau, 2016)
RaceID2 K-means clustering (Grun et al., 2016)
RCA Supervised hierarchical
clustering
(Li et al., 2017)
SAFE-clustering Consensus clustering (Yang et al., 2019)
SAME-clustering Consensus clustering (Huh et al., 2020)
SC3 Consensus clustering (Kiselev et al., 2017)
scVI Neural networks followed
by clustering in latent space
(Lopez et al., 2018)
scran Hierarchical clustering (Lun et al., 2016a)
Seurat Graph-based clustering (Butler et al., 2018)
SNN-Cliq Graph-based clustering (Xu & Su, 2015)
SSCC Random projection and
feature construction
(Ren et al., 2019)
TSCAN Model-based clustering (Ji & Ji, 2016)
VPAC Variational projection (Chen et al., 2019b)
1.2.10 Cell type annotation and classification
Cell type annotation is a fundamental task in the analysis of scRNA-seq data. Iden-
tifying the lineage or type of cells with similar gene expression patterns often relies
on cumbersome and time-consuming manual inspection of cluster-specific marker
genes (de Kanter et al., 2019; Diaz-Mejia et al., 2019). An alternative is to apply
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supervised classification methods to automatically predict the identity of each cell
by learning these identities from annotated training data (e.g., a reference cell at-
las) (Bernstein et al., 2021). Many cell type classification methods for scRNA-seq
data have been developed utilizing a variety of underlying classifiers (Table 1.3).
These methods either require a separate training dataset labeled with the corre-
sponding cell populations, a set of cell-type-specific marker genes based on prior
knowledge, or are pre-trained with tissue-specific annotated datasets. Abdelaal
et al. (2019) benchmarked 22 classification methods that automatically assign cell
identities including single-cell-specific and general-purpose classifiers, and found
most classifiers had a average F1-score of > 0.8 across 13 tested datasets. It is
worth noting that conventional classification methods such as support vector ma-
chine (SVM) and random forest (RF) can achieve similar or even better F1-score
compared to methods specifically designed for scRNA-seq. The SVM classifier
with a linear kernel and rejection option had best overall performance compared
to other classifiers tested across all datasets (Abdelaal et al., 2019).
Table 1.3: List of published cell-type classification methods for
scRNA-seq
Method Underlying classifier Marker
geneset
Reference
ACTINN Neural network No (Ma & Pellegrini, 2020)
Cell BLAST Cell-to-cell similarity No (Cao et al., 2020c)
CellAssign Probablistic
model-based
Yes (Zhang et al., 2019a)
CellO Hierarchical
classification
No (Bernstein et al., 2021)
CHETAH Correlation to training
set
No (de Kanter et al., 2019)
Garnett Generalized linear
model
Yes (Pliner et al., 2019)
Moana SVM with linear kernel Yes (Wagner & Yanai, 2018)
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p-DCS Voting based on cell
type markers
Yes (Domanskyi et al.,
2019)
scDAE Neural network Yes (Choi et al., 2021)
scID Latent Dirichlet
allocation
No (Boufea et al., 2019)
SCINA Expectation
maximization
Yes (Zhang et al., 2019c)
scmap Nearest median
classifier & kNN
No (Kiselev et al., 2018)
scPred SVM with radial kernel No (Alquicira-Hernandez
et al., 2019)
SingleCellNet Random forest No (Tan & Cahan, 2019)
SingleR Correlation to training
set
No (Aran et al., 2019)
1.2.11 Differential expression testing
A common question asked of gene expression data is whether any genes are
differentially expressed between two experimental conditions. DE testing is a
well-documented problem that originates from “bulk” gene expression analysis
(Scholtens & von Heydebreck, 2005). A variety of DE testing methods specifically
designed for scRNA-seq data have been developed, accounting for technical noise
artifacts such as dropouts and high cell-to-cell variability, and includes BPSC (Vu
et al., 2016), Census (Qiu et al., 2017), D3E (Delmans & Hemberg, 2016), DEsingle
(Miao et al., 2018), MAST (Finak et al., 2015), NODES (Sengupta et al., 2016), scDD
(Korthauer et al., 2016), and SCDE (Kharchenko et al., 2014). Although single-cell
DE tools differ methodologically from tools designed for “bulk” RNA-seq data,
“bulk” DE testing methods can work or even outperform single-cell DE methods
on scRNA-seq data (Luecken & Theis, 2019; Soneson & Robinson, 2018). Sone-
son & Robinson (2018) tested the performance of 36 combinations of statistical ap-
proaches and found that edgeR with quasi-likelihood approach (QLF) (Lun et al.,
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2016b) and cellular detection rate (the fraction of detected genes per cell) as a co-
variate, MAST (Finak et al., 2015) with log2(CPM+1) or log2(TPM+1) transformed
values and cellular detection rate as a covariate, and limma-trend (Law et al., 2014)
have the best overall performance over 14 evaluation criteria.
1.2.12 Trajectory inference and pseudotemporal ordering
In many cases, cells in biological systems exhibit a continuous spectrum of states
and involve transitions between different cellular states including differentiation,
cell cycle, or other dynamic processes (Chen et al., 2019a). For example, human
airway epithelial cells are dyssynchronously distributed along the cell cycle (71 ±
1, 12 ± 2, and 17 ± 2% for G1/G0, S, and G2/M, respectively) (Freishtat et al.,
2011). scRNA-seq offers a means of precisely quantifying the state of individual
cells and thus may enable the construction of explicit, genome-scale dynamic cel-
lular models (Trapnell, 2015). Trajectory inference (TI) methods, also called pseu-
dotime analysis or pseudotemporal ordering, order cells along a trajectory based
on similarities in their expression patterns (Cannoodt et al., 2016a; Moon et al.,
2018; Tritschler et al., 2019). The resulting trajectories are most often linear, bifur-
cating or tree-shaped, but more recent methods also identify more complex trajec-
tory topologies, such as cyclic (Liu et al., 2017) or disconnected graphs (Wolf et al.,
2019). TI methods offer an unbiased and transcriptome-wide understanding of
a dynamic process, thereby allowing the objective identification of new (primed)
subsets of cells, delineation of a differentiation tree, and inference of regulatory in-
teractions responsible for one or more bifurcations (Saelens et al., 2019). A diverse
set of more than 70 TI tools have been developed (Saelens et al., 2019). Saelens et al.
(2019) benchmarked 45 of these methods on 110 real and 229 synthetic datasets for
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cellular ordering, topology, scalability and usability, and found that the choice of
method should depend mostly on the dataset dimensions and trajectory topology.
The top 10 methods ranked by overall scores are Slingshot (Street et al., 2018),
PAGA Tree (Wolf et al., 2019), SCORPIUS (Cannoodt et al., 2016b), FateID (Her-
man et al., 2018), PAGA (Wolf et al., 2019), TSCAN (Ji & Ji, 2016), Angle, minimum
spanning tree (MST), Waterfall (Shin et al., 2015), and Embeddr (Campbell et al.,
2015).
1.2.13 Gene regulatory and co-expression networks
Once cells are organized into clusters and cell types, network reconstruction tech-
niques can be used to form hypotheses about the underlying behaviors of the cells
in these clusters beyond their marker genes (Hie et al., 2020; Todorov et al., 2019).
Gene regulatory and co-expression networks are directed or undirected graphs in
which regulators/target genes or co-expressed genes are connected by edges with
predicted interactions. These network inference methods are performed based on
measurements of gene co-expression such as correlation, mutual information, or
via regression models (Chen & Mar, 2018; Delgado & Gomez-Vela, 2019). For ex-
ample, WGCNA is used in microarray or “bulk” RNA-seq data to find clusters (or
modules) of genes which are highly correlated and usually represent tightly reg-
ulated genes involved in similar biological pathways or functions (Langfelder &
Horvath, 2008). Although Pratapa et al. (2020) benchmarked 12 gene regulatory
network algorithms and recommend the use of PIDC, GENIE3 and GRNBoost2,
Chen & Mar (2018) tested the performance of 8 regulatory network algorithms and
concluded that all methods had consistently poor performance for reconstructing
networks of scRNA-seq data.
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1.3 Dissertation aims
This dissertation aims to address the limitations present in the computational anal-
yses of scRNA-seq data by providing novel methods and solutions that enhance
scRNA-seq data preprocessing and clustering. The specific aims are:
• Aim 1: Enhance deconvolution and quality control of barcoded reads from 3’
DGE scRNA-seq
• Aim 2: Enhance clustering and transcriptional program characterization of
scRNA-seq data
• Aim 3: Enhance clustering of single-cell data with simultaneous measure-
ments of multiple modalities
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CHAPTER 2
Enhancing deconvolution and quality control of barcoded reads from 3’ DGE
single-cell RNA-sequencing
Adapted from the following manuscript:
Wang, Z., Hu, J., Johnson, W.E., & Campbell, J.D. scruff: an R/Bioconductor pack-




Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) enables the high-throughput quantifica-
tion of transcriptional profiles in single cells. In contrast to bulk RNA-seq, addi-
tional preprocessing steps such as cell barcode identification or unique molecular
identifier (UMI) deconvolution are necessary for preprocessing of data from single
cell protocols. R packages that can easily preprocess data and rapidly visualize
quality metrics and read alignments for individual cells across multiple samples
or runs are still lacking.
2.1.2 Results
Here we present scruff, an R/Bioconductor package that preprocesses data gen-
erated from the CEL-Seq or CEL-Seq2 protocols and reports comprehensive data
quality metrics and visualizations. scruff rapidly demultiplexes, aligns, and counts
the reads mapped to genome features with deduplication of unique molecular
identifier (UMI) tags. scruff also provides novel and extensive functions to visu-
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alize both pre- and post-alignment data quality metrics for cells from multiple ex-
periments. Detailed read alignments with corresponding UMI information can be
visualized at specific genome coordinates to display differences in isoform usage.
The package also supports the visualization of quality metrics for sequence align-
ment files for multiple experiments generated by Cell Ranger from 10X Genomics.
scruff is available as a free and open-source R/Bioconductor package.
2.1.3 Conclusions
scruff streamlines the preprocessing of scRNA-seq data in a few simple R com-
mands. It performs data demultiplexing, alignment, counting, quality report and
visualization systematically and comprehensively, ensuring reproducible and reli-
able analysis of scRNA-seq data.
2.2 Background
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) technologies can profile the transcrip-
tome of individual cells allowing for greater characterization of cellular hetero-
geneity in complex biological systems. In the past decade, the number of cells
profiled by scRNA-seq technologies within a single experiment has grown from
a single blastomere (Tang et al., 2009) to hundreds of thousands of cells (Zheng
et al., 2017). The high throughput is achieved by advanced multiplexing strategies
where the mRNA molecules from each cell are barcoded with unique oligonu-
cleotide tags embedded within the reverse transcription (RT) primers. After syn-
thesis, the cDNA is subsequently amplified using PCR or in vitro transcription.
These amplification steps prior to sequencing often introduce bias due to differ-
ent amplification efficiencies for different molecules (Aird et al., 2011). To alleviate
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this problem, random molecular barcodes, usually referred to as unique molecular
identifiers (UMIs), are often inserted into RT primers which enable the identifica-
tion of PCR duplicates (Kivioja et al., 2011; Islam et al., 2014). After barcoding, cells
from multiple plates or droplets are sequenced together and then computationally
deconvoluted to obtain counts for each individual cell. Samples within a study
are often processed in different plates, batches, or runs but ultimately need to be
assessed together.
Available computational tools that preprocesses scRNA-seq data generated from
CEL-Seq related protocols have limitations. For example, CEL-Seq pipeline
(Hashimshony et al., 2016), umis (Svensson et al., 2017), and UMI-tools (Smith
et al., 2017) do not report any data quality visualizations. zUMIs (Parekh et al.,
2018) and scPipe (Tian et al., 2018) only report limited QC metrics and have lim-
ited plotting capabilities. Furthermore, there is no tool that can view detailed read
alignments with UMI information on specified genomic coordinates in a single
cell. For assessment of 10X Genomics data quality, Cell Ranger does not system-
atically generate and plot quality control metrics support across multiple experi-
ments (Zheng et al., 2017).
scruff performs data preprocessing and reports comprehensive QC metrics and
visualizations for data generated by CEL-Seq and CEL-Seq2 protocols. It also sup-
ports the visualization of read alignment statistics for BAM files from multiple runs
generated by Cell Ranger from 10X protocol. scruff package reports detailed met-
rics on measurements on several different aspects of the data, providing a stream-
lined assessment of quality control.
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2.3 Implementation
scruff stands for Single Cell RNA-seq UMI Filtering Facilitator and is an R/Bio-
conductor package (Team, 2018) that demultiplexes cell barcodes, aligns reads to
reference genome, and generate gene-level counts with UMI deduplication from
scRNA-seq experiments. The main design aim of scruff is the ability to 1) prepro-
cess scRNA-seq sequenced reads and generate gene-level count data for individual
cells in parallel and 2) summarize and display of comprehensive data quality met-
rics. scruff supports the preprocessing and data quality visualization of sequenced
reads from CEL-Seq (Hashimshony et al., 2012), CEL-Seq2 (Hashimshony et al.,
2016) and SORT-seq (Muraro et al., 2016) protocols. Additionally, scruff package
complements the report of Cell Ranger pipeline by providing the visualization of
read alignment information in BAM files from 10X Genomics for multiple runs si-
multaneously. All functions and procedures in scruff package are implemented
using R statistical framework.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Cell barcode demultiplexing
The scruff pipeline starts with the demultiplexing of paired-end reads in FASTQ
format (Figure 2.1). In the demultiplex function, cell barcode and UMI sequences
are first trimmed from the reads and UMIs are appended to read headers. Reads
are filtered according to the Phred quality scores (Ewing & Green, 1998; Ewing
et al., 1998) of their corresponding cell barcode and UMI sequences. Reads with
Phred scores lower than a user-defined threshold are removed. In the meantime,
cell barcodes are mapped to a user-defined whitelist. Reads with cell barcode mis-
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matches exceeding user-defined threshold are excluded. The remaining reads are
stored in cell-specific FASTQ files and an annotation table is used to keep track of
which experiment the cell is from. scruff enables the trimming of read sequences
by allowing users to only keep certain number of nucleotides for the reads. This
is useful if the sequences at 3’ ends have poor quality scores. Parallelization using
the BiocParallel (Morgan et al., 2018) package is implemented to allow for simul-
taneous demultiplexing of multiple samples.



























Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of each step in scruff.
scruff makes use of the SingleCellExperiment S4 object (Lun & Risso, 2017) as a
container for both data and data annotation storage Figure 2.2. This object keeps
track of the directory to cell-specific demultiplexed FASTQ files and their corre-
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sponding cell barcodes. Metrics including the number and fraction of reads as-
signed to each cell are stored in the cell annotation table of the SingleCellExperi-
ment object which is passed to the subsequent alignment step.
2.4.2 Read alignment
By default, scruff uses the aligner Subread (Liao et al., 2013) and its correspond-
ing R package Rsubread (Liao et al., 2019) for read alignment. The function
alignRsubread is a wrapper function to the align function in Rsubread. It
parses the FASTQ file paths from the SingleCellExperiment object generated in
the demultiplexing step and aligns those files to the reference genome. Sequence
alignment files in BAM or SAM formats are generated for each cell and saved to
user specified output folder. In the meantime, the locations of these cell specific se-
quence alignment files and their alignment quality metrics including the number
and the fraction of aligned reads are collected and appended to the cell annotation
table in the SingleCellExperiment object. Cells can be aligned in parallel to reduce
the overall time for this step.
2.4.3 UMI counting
The SingleCellExperiment object containing the file paths to the sequence align-
ment files are passed to the countUMI function for quantification of cell specific
gene expression. Genomic features are extracted from the input genome annota-
tion file. scruff implements a counting paradigm that works in the same way as
featureCounts (Liao et al., 2014) and the union counting mode of SummarizeOver-
laps (Lawrence et al., 2013) except that scruff properly counts the UMI tagged reads
by deduplication. Specifically, read alignments overlapping the exonic regions of
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scruff workflow Data quality metrics collected
Demultiplex
demultiplex()
Total number of reads







Number of aligned reads
Number of reads mapped to genes
Count
countUMI()
  Number of total/mitochondrial/protein coding transcripts   
Number of transcribed/protein coding genes
Average/median number of reads per UMI
SingleCellExperiment Object
Visualization of data quality metrics   
qcplots()
Sequenced FASTQ files
Cell specific FASTQ files
Reference
FASTA file
Cell specific BAM files
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GTF file
Figure 2.2: Workflow of scruff and quality metrics collected in each
step. Reads from FASTQ files are first demultiplexed into cell-
specific FASTQ files according to their cell barcodes. During this
process, UMI tags are appended to the read header of the transcript
sequences. scruff applies the Subread (Liao et al., 2013) algorithm for
sequence alignment for each cell. Next, reads mapped to genes are
counted according to their UMI. Within each gene, reads with iden-
tical UMI (red dashed circle) are counted only once. QC metrics are
collected at each of these steps and are used for visualization of data
quality.
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exactly one gene are used for transcript counting. After parsing the UMI sequences
from the read headers, the number of unique UMIs are summarized for each gene
to get the counts for gene-wise mRNA transcripts. External RNA Controls Consor-
tium (ERCC) spike-in RNA controls are flagged by the isSpike method so they
can be handled separately during data analysis. Gene counting for each cell can
be run in parallel. The resulting count matrix is saved in a tab delimited file and
stored in the assay slot of the SingleCellExperiment object. Gene annotations in-
cluding gene ID, gene name, and gene biotype are collected from the input gene
annotation file and stored in the gene annotation table of the SingleCellExperiment
object.
In the UMI counting step, various quality metrics are collected for each cell includ-
ing the number of reads mapped to the genome, number of reads mapped to genes,
total number of transcripts (i.e. number of UMIs), number of transcripts from mi-
tochondrial genes, number of transcripts from protein coding genes, number of
transcribed genes detected with at least one count, and number of transcribed pro-
tein coding genes detected with at least one count. These metrics are appended
to the cell annotation table of the SingleCellExperiment object. Finally, this Sin-
gleCellExperiment object containing the count matrix, cell and gene annotation
information is returned at the end of the pipeline.
2.4.4 Data quality visualization
scruff provides functions to visualize both pre- and post-alignment data quality for
all cells using quality metrics information collected in demultiplexing, alignment,
and UMI counting steps. The qcplots function parses the cell annotation table
from the SingleCellExperiment object and automatically generates numerous box-
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plots showing various data quality metrics for individual experiments and cells.
These metrics include total number of reads, number of reads mapped to refer-
ence genome, number of reads mapped to genes, fraction of mapped reads to total
reads, fraction of reads mapped to genes to reads mapped to genome, fraction of
reads mapped to genes to total number of reads, total number of transcripts, num-
ber of mitochondrial transcripts, fraction of mitochondrial transcripts, number of
transcribed genes, fraction of protein coding genes, fraction of protein coding tran-
scripts, median and average number of reads per corrected and uncorrected UMI
counts, and the number of detected genes divided by total number of reads se-
quenced per million. These plots can be used for assessing the sample quality of
the experiment and across individual batches. From these plots, poor-quality out-
lier cells can be identified and flagged for removal.
scruff package contains method to look at the detailed read alignment information
for specific genes in a cell. The function rview visualizes all reads mapped at
specific region of the chromosome. Function gview plots the exonic regions of
all gene isoforms between specified genomic coordinates. By combining these two
plots vertically using tracks function from the ggbio (Yin et al., 2012) package, users
are able to visualize the exact locations of read alignments on the gene.
Finally, scruff provides method to visualize read alignment statistics for sequence
alignment files from multiple experiments generated by the Cell Ranger pipeline
from 10X Genomics. tenxBamqc function parses read alignments from sequence
alignment files in BAM format. A SingleCellExperiment object containing the
number of mapped reads and the number of reads mapped to genes for filtered
cells is returned. These metrics can be visualized by passing this object to the qc-
plots function.
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2.4.5 Application to example datasets
We tested scruff on selected experiments from a publicly available scRNA-seq
dataset (van den Brink et al., 2017) generated using the CEL-Seq protocol. Raw
FASTQ files containing reads from 1,417 single cells across 15 experiments were
processed using the scruff function. It generates the final SingleCellExperiment
S4 object containing the transcript count matrix and all cell and gene annotations
in one function call. On average, 79,509 reads are sequenced per cell (Figure 2.3)
and 46.78% of reads aligned to GRCm38. Cells in experiment mouse c library 2
have similar total number of reads compared with other experiments but signifi-
cantly lower fraction of aligned reads (median is 4.41%). This is consistent with the
mappability (5%) reported in the original study (van den Brink et al., 2017). 1,342
cells had greater than 80% non-mitochondrial transcripts (Figure 2.3) with the me-
dian fraction of mitochondrial transcripts at 5.93% indicating that the majority of
cells were high quality (Ilicic et al., 2016).
scruff package also provides functions to visualize gene isoforms and UMI tagged
read alignments at specific genomic coordinates. Figure 2.4 shows an example of
125 reads mapped to mouse gene Fos in cell 30 of mouse b library 1. In this case,
all of the reads mapped to the 3’ end of transcript Fos-201, indicating the mRNAs
transcribed from this gene in this cell are from the isoform Fos-201. The fact that
most of the reads are mapped to the 3’ end and forward strand demonstrates that
reads sequenced by the CEL-Seq protocol are poly(A) selected and maintain strand
orientation (Hashimshony et al., 2012).
We also applied the read alignment quality visualization function from the scruff



































































































































































Figure 2.3: Visualization of example data quality using scruff. These
are boxplots with overlaid points showing (a) the total number of
reads, (b) the fraction of aligned reads and (c) the fraction of mi-
tochondrial transcripts for each experiment. Each point represents
a well (unique cell barcode) and is colored by the number of cells















































Figure 2.4: Read alignment visualization with UMI information. 125
reads were mapped to the gene Fos in cell 30 of mouse b library 1
from the example CEL-Seq dataset (van den Brink et al., 2017). Up-
per panel shows the visualization of read alignments. Reads are rep-
resented by arrows and are colored by their UMIs. The direction of
the arrow represents the mapping strand of the read. Lower panel
shows the visualization of gene isoforms. Gene isoforms are labeled
by their transcript names. Grey rectangles represent exons.
site. The number of reads mapped to reference genome, the number of reads
mapped to genes, and the fraction of gene reads out of mapped reads were plot-
ted (Figure 2.5). The mean number of aligned reads was 45,000, 92,000, and 56,000
for sequencing libraries prepared with the v1, v2, and v3 reagent kits, respectively.
The total number of reads mapped to genes was significantly different between v1
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and v2 (p < 2.2×10−16, two-tailed t-test) and v2 and v3 (p < 2.2×10−16, two-tailed
t-test) chemistry methods. The proportions of reads mapped to genes were sig-
nificantly different between v1 and v2 (p = 5.99 × 10−5, two-tailed t-test), v1 and
v3 (p < 2.2 × 10−16, two-tailed t-test), and v2 and v3 (p < 2.2 × 10−16, two-tailed
t-test) methods. The mean proportion of reads mapped to genes from 1K and 10K
PBMC v3 chemistry data is 10.20% lower compared to v1 and v2 chemistry data
(p < 2.2× 10−16, two-tailed t-test).
Figure 2.5: Read alignment quality metrics from 10X Genomics data.
BAM files for 6 PBMC datasets were downloaded from 10X Ge-
nomics website and processed to obtain (a) the number of reads
aligned to reference genome, (b) the number of reads mapped to
genes, and (c) the fraction of reads mapped to genes out of total num-
ber of aligned reads.
2.4.6 Package run time benchmark
We compared the speed of scruff to two other scRNA-seq preprocessing pipelines
celseq2 v0.5.3 (Hashimshony et al., 2016; Yun, 2019) and scPipe 1.4.1 (Tian et al.,
2018). FASTQ files from the example dataset (van den Brink et al., 2017) were sub-
sampled to have a total read number of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0 million. Each of
the subsampled datasets was processed by celseq2, scPipe, and scruff all using 16
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cores to generate the count matrix. The aligners used are Bowtie2 for celseq2 and
Rsubread for scPipe and scruff. The benchmark job was run on a cluster node with
2 eight-core 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPUs and 256 GB memory. In terms of
speed, scruff outperforms celseq2 and scPipe for datasets of all sizes Figure 2.6. For
the dataset with 10 million reads, scruff took 34.9 minutes to finish while celseq2
and scPipe took 143.2 and 69.0 minutes, which corresponds to a 75.6% and 49.4%
increase in speed compared to celseq2 and scPipe.
2.5 Discussion
All three preprocessing functions (demultiplex, alignRsubread, and
countUMI) in scruff are encapsulated in a single function called scruff to stream-
line the entire workflow. In terms of modular flexibility, the user has the ability
to plug and play different methods to generate custom workflow. For example,
instead of aligning the reads with Rsubread, users can run other aligners outside
of R such as STAR or Bowtie on the demultiplexed FASTQ files. Because the UMI
sequences are encoded in the read header in the demultiplexing step, the down-
stream UMI counting step can be applied to sequence alignment files generated by
any alignment algorithms that do not modify the read headers containing the UMI
tag.
For scRNA-seq studies, fast and intuitive assessment of read preprocessing quality
across experiments and cells is necessary to ensure the validity of downstream data
analysis. scruff provides more comprehensive quality metrics report and generates
processed count data ready for downstream analysis in a much faster manner com-
pared to other publicly available programs. It is a powerful pipeline for processing

















Figure 2.6: Run time benchmarks for selected scRNA-seq prepro-
cessing packages. FASTQ files from the example dataset (van den
Brink et al., 2017) were subsampled to have a total read number of
0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0 million. Each of the subsampled datasets
was processed by celseq2, scPipe, and scruff. All 3 packages were
parallelized with 16 cores.
2.6 Conclusions
scruff is an R/Bioconductor package that can preprocess scRNA-seq data includ-
ing demultiplexing cell specific reads, aligning reads to a reference genome, count-
ing the number of transcripts with UMI deduplication, and generating comprehen-
sive plots for quality control across multiple batches or runs rapidly. Along with
reporting gene expression count matrix as a tab delimited file, scruff also promotes
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data accessibility and portability by generating a SingleCellExperiment S4 object
which can be passed directly to downstream scRNA-seq data analysis packages
including celda (Wang et al., 2021) and singleCellTK (Hong et al., 2021). scruff
is modularized so users can plug and play different tools for performing align-
ments. Overall, scruff improves single-cell analysis by streamlining preprocessing
and quality control workflows.
2.7 Availability of data and material
The scruff package is available on Bioconductor (http://bioconductor.org/
packages/scruff) and on GitHub (https://github.com/campbio/scruff). The CEL-
Seq dataset analyzed in the study are available in the Gene Expression Omnibus
repository with accession number GSE85755 (van den Brink et al., 2017) (https:
//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE85755). All PBMC BAM




Celda: A Bayesian model to perform co-clustering of genes into modules and
cells into subpopulations using single-cell RNA-seq data
Adapted from the following manuscript:
Wang, Z.*, Yang, S.*, Koga, Y., Corbett, S.E., Johnson, W.E., Yajima, M., & Camp-
bell, J.D. Celda: A Bayesian model to perform co-clustering of genes into mod-




Single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) has emerged as a powerful technique to quan-
tify gene expression in individual cells and elucidate the molecular and cellular
building blocks of complex tissues. We developed a novel Bayesian hierarchical
model called Cellular Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Celda) to perform simultaneous
co-clustering of genes into transcriptional modules and cells into subpopulations.
Celda can quantify the probabilistic contribution of each gene to each module,
each module to each cell population, and each cell population to each sample.
We used Celda to identify transcriptional modules and cell subpopulations in a
publicly available peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) dataset. Celda iden-
tified a population of proliferating T cells and a single plasma cell which were
missed by two other clustering methods. Celda identified transcriptional modules
that highlighted unique and shared biological programs across cell types. Celda
also outperformed a PCA-based approach for gene clustering on simulated data.
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Overall, Celda presents a novel statistically principled approach towards charac-
terizing transcriptional programs and cellular heterogeneity in single-cell RNA-
seq data.
3.2 Introduction
Complex biological systems can be conceptually defined into hierarchies where
each level of the hierarchy is composed of different subunits which cooperate to
perform distinct biological functions (Kanehisa et al., 2008). For example, organ-
isms can be subdivided into a collection of complex tissues: each complex tissue is
composed of different cell types; each cell population is denoted by a unique com-
bination of transcriptionally activated pathways (i.e. transcriptional modules); and
each transcriptional module is composed of genes that are coordinately expressed
to perform specific molecular functions. By identifying the “building blocks” and
their composition within each level of the hierarchy, we can more readily identify
the patterns that define the behavior of these elements.
Single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) is a molecular assay that can quantify gene ex-
pression patterns in individual cells. In contrast to profiling of “bulk” RNA from
a sample, where only an average transcriptional signature across all the compos-
ite cells can be derived, scRNA-seq experiments can profile thousands of single-
cell transcriptomes per sample and thus offer an excellent opportunity to iden-
tify novel subpopulations of cells and to characterize transcriptional programs
that define each subpopulation by examining co-varying patterns of gene expres-
sion across cells (Papalexi & Satija, 2018). However, analysis of scRNA-seq data
presents several challenges. For example, the data tends to be sparse due to the
difficulty in amplifying low amounts of RNA in individual cells. To combat noise
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from the amplification process, unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) are often in-
corporated to eliminate duplicate reads derived from the same mRNA molecule
(Potter, 2018). The use of these UMIs enables the measurement of discrete counts
of mRNA transcripts within each cell, making models constructed using discrete
distributions a suitable approach for analyzing this type of data.
Discrete Bayesian hierarchical models have proven to be powerful tools for un-
supervised modeling of discrete data types. In the text mining field, a plethora
of models have been developed that can identify hidden topics across documents
and/or cluster documents into distinct groups (Blei, 2012; Blei et al., 2003; Wang
& Blei, 2009; Yin & Wang, 2014; Shafiei & Milios, 2006). These models generally
treat each document as a “bag-of-words” where each document is represented by
a vector of counts or frequencies for each word in the vocabulary. Each docu-
ment cluster (hidden topic) is represented by a Dirichlet distribution where words
with higher probability are observed more frequently for the document cluster
(Blei et al., 2003). Given the success of topic models with sparse text data, and the
discrete, sparse nature of transcriptional data generated by many scRNA-seq pro-
tocols, the application of such discrete Bayesian hierarchical models represents a
promising approach to characterize structures in scRNA-seq data.
Various scRNA-seq clustering workflows and methods including ascend (Sen-
abouth et al., 2019), BAMM-SC (Sun et al., 2019), CIDR (Lin et al., 2017), DESC
(Li et al., 2020), DIMM-SC (Sun et al., 2018), pcaReduce (Zurauskiene & Yau, 2016),
SAFE-clustering (Yang et al., 2019), SAME-clustering (Huh et al., 2020), SC3 (Kise-
lev et al., 2017), scran (Lun et al., 2016c), Seurat (Stuart et al., 2019), SIMLR (Wang
et al., 2018), TSCAN (Ji & Ji, 2016), and VPAC (Chen et al., 2019b) have been de-
veloped. However, methods that can group genes into transcriptional modules
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to elucidate the combination of underlying biological programs that define each
cell cluster have not been reported. We developed a model (Celda_CG) that si-
multaneously perform co-clustering of Cells into subpopulations and Genes into
transcriptional modules. While this model can perform clustering of genes and/or
cells, it also has the ability to describe the relationship between different layers of
a biological hierarchy via probabilistic distributions. These distributions consti-
tute dimensionally reduced representations of the data that can be used for down-
stream exploratory analysis. We demonstrate the utility of this approach by apply-
ing the Celda_CG model to a publicly available scRNA-seq dataset of peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). Celda_CG identifies novel cell subpopulations
missed by other approaches while characterizing transcriptional programs that are
active to various degrees within and across major cell types.
3.3 Results
We developed a novel discrete Bayesian hierarchical model, called Cellular Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (Celda), to simultaneously perform co-clustering of genes into
modules and cells into subpopulations (Figure 3.1, Appendix A). Each level in
the biological hierarchy is modeled as a mixture of components using Dirichlet
distributions: sample i is a mixture of cellular subpopulations (θi), each cell sub-
population k is a mixture (ϕk) of transcriptional modules, and each module l is a
mixture (ψl) of features such as genes. θi,k is the probability of cell population k in
sample i, ϕk,l is the probability of module l in population k, and ψl,g is the prob-
ability of gene g in module l (Figure 3.1a,b). Each cell j in sample i has a hidden
cluster label, zi,j denoting the population to which it belongs. Each transcript xi,j,t,
has a hidden label wi,j,t denoting the transcriptional module to which it belongs.
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A similarly structured topic model has previously been proposed called “Latent
Dirichlet Co-Clustering” (Shafiei & Milios, 2006). However, we add a unique and
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z
1. Draw η ∼ DirL(γ)
2. For each gene g ∈ {1..G}, draw yg ∼ Mult(η)
3. For each transcriptional state distribution l ∈ {1..L} :
(a) Define Yl = [yg = l]
G
g=1
(b) Draw ψl ∼ Dir(δYl)
4. For each sample i ∈ {1..S}, draw θi ∼ DirK(α)
5. For each cell population k ∈ {1..K}, draw ϕk ∼ DirL(β)
6. For each cell j ∈ {1..Mi} in sample i:
(a) Draw zi,j ∼ Mult(θi)
(b) For the t-th transcript in cell j in sample i, t ∈ {1..Ni,j}:
i. Draw wi,j,t ∼ Mult(ϕzi,j )
ii. Draw xi,j,t ∼ Mult(ψwi,j,t)
S is the number of samples.
Mi is the number of cells in sample i.
K is the number of cellular subpopulations
L is the number of transcriptional states.
G is the number of genes.
yg is the hidden transcriptional state for gene g
zi,j is the hidden cell population for cell j in sample i
Ni,j is the number of transcripts for cell j in sample i.
wi,j,t is the hidden transcriptional state for transcript xi,j,t
xi,j,t is the t
th transcript for cell j in sample i.
a b c d
Figure 3.1: Celda identifies cell heterogeneity by clustering genes
into modules and cells into subpopulations. a, Example of a bio-
logical hierarchy. One way in which we try to understand com-
plex biological systems is by organizing them into hierarchies. In-
dividual organisms are composed of complex tissues. Each com-
plex tissue is composed of different cellular populations with distinct
functions; each cellular subpopulation contains a unique mixture of
molecular pathways (i.e. modules); and each module is composed of
groups of genes that are co-expressed across cells. b, Plate diagram
of Celda_CG model. We developed a novel discrete Bayesian hier-
archical model called Celda_CG to characterize the molecular and
cellular hierarchies in biological systems. Celda_CG performs “co-
clustering” by assigning each gene to a module and each cell to a
subpopulation. c, In addition to clustering, Celda_CG also inher-
ently performs a form of “matrix factorization” by deriving three
distinct probability matrices: 1) a Cell Population x Sample matrix
representing the probability that each population is present in each
sample, 2) a Transcriptional Module x Cell Population matrix repre-
senting the contribution of each transcriptional state to each cellular
subpopulation, and 3) a Gene x Module matrix representing the con-
tribution of each gene to its Module. d, Generative process for the
Celda_CG model.
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The goal of many gene expression clustering algorithms is to group genes into dis-
tinct, non-overlapping sets of genes (i.e. hard-clustering of genes) (Klampanos,
2009; Langfelder & Horvath, 2008; Sharma et al., 2009; Thalamuthu et al., 2006).
The rationale for this type of clustering is that genes that co-vary across cells and
samples are likely involved in the same biological processes and should be con-
sidered a single biological program (Pehkonen et al., 2005). In order to enforce
“hard-clustering” of genes into modules, we modified an approach from Wang
and Blei (Wang & Blei, 2009) regarding the sparse Topic Model (sparseTM) that has
the capability to turn words “on” or “off” in different topics, by assigning a non-
zero or zero probability to that word in each topic. In Celda_CG, we leverage this
technique to turn off genes in all modules except one to enable the hard-clustering
behavior.
While Celda can perform clustering, it also offers probabilistic distributions which
describes the contribution of each “building block” to each layer of the biological
hierarchy (Figure 3.1c). These distributions can also be viewed as reduced dimen-
sional representations of the data that can be used for downstream exploratory
analyses. For example, the ϕ matrix contains the probability of each module in
each cell population and thus provides a high-level view of the structure of the
dataset. In addition to Celda_CG, we have also developed two distinct models
that cluster Cells into subpopulations (Celda_C) or cluster Genes into transcrip-
tional modules (Celda_G).
3.3.1 Identification of cell populations in PBMCs
To assess Celda_CG’s ability to identify biologically meaningful cell subpopula-
tions in real-world scRNA-seq data, we applied it to a publicly available dataset
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provided by 10X Genomics. The dataset (PBMC 4K) contains 4,340 PBMCs col-
lected from a healthy donor. To determine the optimal number of transcriptional
modules (L) and cell populations (K), we employed a step-wise splitting proce-
dure first for the number of modules using a temporary cell-clustering solution
and then for the number of cell populations using a fixed number of modules (3.5.5,
Figure 3.2). The rate of perplexity change (Zhao et al., 2015) (RPC) was measured
at each split. An RPC closer to zero indicates that the addition of new modules
or cell clusters is not substantially decreasing the perplexity. By observing the “el-
bows” on these curves as a reference point in combination with manual review of
module heatmaps and cell clusters, a solution of L = 80 transcriptional modules
and K = 20 cell populations was chosen for further characterization.
A UMAP (Becht et al., 2018) dimension reduction representation was generated
based on the estimated module probabilities for each cell and the major subtypes
of immune cells were identified by examining expression of known marker genes
(Figure 3.3, Table 3.1). Among the 20 identified cell clusters in the PBMC sample,
we identified major immune cell populations including CD19+ B-cells, FCER1A+
dendritic cells (DCs), CLEC4C+ plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs), CD34+ pro-
genitor cells, KLRD1+ natural killer cells (NKs), ITGA2B+ megakaryocytes, CD14+
monocytes, FCGR3A+ monocytes, CCR7+ memory T-cells, CD8A+CD8B+ cytotoxic
T-cells, and CD4+ T helper cells. Cell subpopulations 15–20 show a consistently
higher expression (FDRs < 0.01) of the T-cell marker genes CD3D, CD3E, and
CD3G relative to all other clusters. Among these T-cell subpopulations. Clusters
17, 18, and 19 show consistently higher expressions (FDRs < 0.01) of CD8A and
CD8B (Figure 3.4). Within these CD8A+CD8B+ T cells, cluster 17 has high expres-















































Figure 3.2: Determining the optimal number of transcriptional mod-
ules (L) and cell clusters (K) for the PBMC 4K dataset. a, Scatter plot
showing the perplexity of models with a range of 10 to 200 transcrip-
tional modules. b, Scatter plot showing the rate of perplexity change
(RPC) between each model with L transcriptional modules and the
previous model with L − 1 transcriptional modules. The solid black
line represents moving average of centered rolling windows of size
30. For the PBMC 4K dataset, a L value of 80 was selected because it
was beyond the “elbow” on the curve and captured biologically rele-
vant modules observed when performing manual review of module
heatmaps. c, Scatter plot showing the perplexity of models with a
range of 3 to 30 cell clusters with L fixed at 80. d, Scatter plot show-
ing the RPC between each model with K cell clusters and the previ-
ous model with K − 1 cell clusters. For the PBMC 4K dataset, a K
value of 20 was selected because it was beyond the “elbow” on the
curve and captured known and novel cell types.
high expressions (FDRs < 0.01) of NK cell markers GNLY, KLRG1, and granzyme
genes GZMA and GZMH, so we classified them as naive CD8+ T-cells and NKT
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cells, respectively (van der Leun et al., 2020). Cell subpopulation 15 expressed
T-cell markers as well as uniquely high levels of module 61, which contained
genes associated with proliferation including MKI67, IL2RA, CENPM, and CENPF
(Figure 3.4) commonly found in activated proliferating T-cells (Soares et al., 2010;
Lindqvist et al., 2010). Cell subpopulation 1 contained a single cell which had the
highest number of UMIs across the dataset (n = 48,443). This cell expressed sev-
eral B lineage markers such as CD79A, CD79B, and CD19 but also contained a
relatively high fraction (27%) of UMIs for immunoglobulin heavy chain and light
chain genes IGHG1, IGHG3, IGLC2 and IGLC3. These genes were not observed
in other cells and suggest a plasma cell lineage (Tellier & Nutt, 2017) (Figure 3.5).
Cell populations 1 and 15 were not identified by the analysis workflows and graph-
based clustering methods used in Seurat (Stuart et al., 2019) and scran (Lun et al.,
2016c) packages (Figure 3.6), demonstrating Celda’s ability to characterize addi-
tional cellular heterogeneity compared to other methods.





Plasma cell 1 IGHG1, IGHG3, IGLC2, IGLC3
B-cell 2, 3, 4 CD19, MS4A1, CD79A, CD79B
Dendeitic cell 5, 6 FCER1A, CLEC10A, FLT3,
HLA-DPB1, HLA-DPA1,
HLA-DQA1
Plasmacytoid dendritic cell 7 ITM2C, IRF7, IRF8, LILRA4,
CLEC4C
CD34+ progenitor cell 8 CD34, SOX4, MYB, GATA2
Natural killer cell 9 NKG7, KLRD1, CST7
Megakaryocyte cell 10 PPBP, ITGA2B, PF4
CD14+ monocyte 11, 12, 13 CD14, S100A9, S100A8
FCGR3A+ monocyte 14 FCGR3A, LST1, SERPINA1
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Proliferating T-cell 15 MKI67, IL2RA, CENPF, CENPM
Memory T-cell 16 CCR7, SELL, CD27
Naive CD8+ T-cell 17 CCR7, CD3D, CD8A, CD8B
Natural killer T-cell 18 CD3D, GNLY, KLRG1, GZMA,
GZMH
Cytotoxic T-cell 19 CD3D, CD8A, CD8B
T helper cell 20 CD3D, CD4, IL7R
3.3.2 Identification of transcriptional modules with unique patterns of expres-
sion across cell populations
Beyond assessment of individual marker genes, Celda has the ability to identify
modules of co-expressed genes which can be further examined to characterize
transcriptional programs active in one or more cell populations (Figure 3.7). An
overview of the relationships between modules and cell subpopulations can be ex-
plored with the ϕ probability matrix which contains the probability of each mod-
ule within each cell subpopulation (Figure 3.7a). This matrix gives insights into
the absolute abundance of each module within the same cell subpopulation. For
example, module 62 contains actin-related housekeeping genes such as ACTB and
ARPC1B and has higher expression than most other modules within each cell pop-
ulation. A relative probability heatmap can also be produced by taking the z-score
of the module probabilities across cell subpopulations (Figure 3.7b). Examining the
relative abundance of a transcriptional module among different cell populations
can be useful for finding modules that exhibit specific patterns across cell popu-
lations even if they have an overall lower absolute probability compared to other
modules. For example, module 65 contains CD8A and CD8B and has an overall
lower abundance compared to other housekeeping modules such as module 62





















Figure 3.3: Celda identifies immune cell subpopulations from
PBMC scRNA-seq data. To demonstrate the utility of Celda clus-
tering model, we applied it to a scRNA-seq dataset of 4,340 pe-
ripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) generated using 10X
Chromium platform and identified 80 transcriptional modules and
20 cell populations. a, UMAP dimension reduction representation
of 4,340 PBMCs based on the transcriptional module probabilities.
b, Scaled normalized expressions of representative gene markers
show clustering of cell subpopulations including T-cells (CD3D),
B-cells (CD19), natural killer cells (KLRD1), FCGR3A+ monocytes
(FCGR3A), CD14+ monocytes (CD14), dendritic cells (FCER1A),
plasmacytoid dendritic cells (CLEC4C), megakaryocytes (ITGA2B),
and CD34+ progenitor cells (CD34). Cell populations 1 (proliferat-
ing T-cells) and 15 (plasma cell) are novel cell clusters identified by
Celda, demonstrating Celda’s ability to characterize additional cel-
lular heterogeneity.
65 has higher relative expression in the T-cell populations 17, 18, and 19 and can
be used to classify CD8+ subpopulations (as can be observed in Figure 3.7b).
Traditional single-cell workflows such as those utilized in Seurat (Stuart et al.,
2019) and Scanpy (Wolf et al., 2018) seek to identify genes that are specific to cell

















Figure 3.4: UMAPs showing expression of marker genes for T-cell
subpopulations. a, UMAPs colored by scaled normalized expres-
sions of T-cell markers CD3E, CD3G, cytotoxic T-cell markers CD8A,
CD8B, naive T-cell markers CCR7, SELL, CD27, LEF1, and NKT cell
marker GNLY. b, UMAPs colored by scaled normalized expressions
of NKT cell markers KLRG1, GZMA, GZMH, T helper cell mark-
ers CD4, IL7R, and activated T-cell markers MKI67, IL2RA, CENPF,
CENPM.
cells. In Celda, several modules are specific to individual cell populations or cell
types. For example, module 10 is expressed in clusters 2, 3, and 4 and contains
the B lymphocyte antigen receptor genes CD79A, CD79B as well as the B lym-
phocyte cell surface antigens MS4A1 and CD19 (Figure 3.7c). Module 21 contains
pDC marker genes ITM2C, IRF7, LILRA4, and CLEC4C and has high probabil-
ity in cell population 7 (Figure 3.7d). Module 43 contains monocyte cell markers
S100A9, S100A8, S100A12, VCAN, CD14, and has high probabilities in cell pop-
ulations 11, 12, and 13 (Figure 3.7e). Modules 74 contains T-cell receptor genes
TRAC, CD3D, TRBC1, and CD3G and has high probabilities in cell populations



















































Figure 3.5: The plasma cell showed much higher expression of
IGHG1, IGHG3, IGLC2, and IGLC3 compared to B-cells. The total
raw UMI counts (with one pseudocount) of CD79A, CD79B, CD19,
IGKC, IGHG1, IGHG3, IGLC2, and IGLC3 for the plasma cell (cell
cluster 1) and B-cells (cell clusters 2, 3, 4) are shown on the bar
plots. The log2 fold change values are shown on the top of bars.
The plasma cell showed much higher expression levels of IGHG1,
IGHG3, IGLC2, and IGLC3 while having relatively similar expres-
sion levels of CD79A, CD79B, and CD19 compared to the average of
B-cells.
terns of transcriptional modules across cell populations.
In addition to the identification of co-expressed genes specific to a single cell type,
Celda gene modules can also be used to identify transcriptional programs that are
jointly expressed across multiple cell populations. For example, transcriptional
modules 12, 44, 40, and 65 have high probability in at least two unique cell sub-
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1: CD14+ mono
2: Naive CD4+ T
3: Memory CD4+ T













































































Figure 3.6: The Proliferating T-cells and plasma cell are not distinctly
clustered by Seurat and scran. UMAPs of PBMC cells colored by cell
populations identified by Seurat and scran are shown. The prolifer-
ating T-cells and plasma cell identified by Celda are highlighted on
the right. a. Seurat grouped both the proliferating T-cells and the
plasma cell in the CD4+ T-cell cluster. b. scran grouped the prolifer-
ating T-cells in the CD4+ T-cell cluster and clustered the plasma cell
with B-cells.
populations (Figure 3.8a). Module 12 contains genes BANK1 and BLNK associated













































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.7: Celda produces a high-level overview of the relationships
between transcriptional modules and cell populations. a, The ϕ ma-
trix shows the probability of each of the 80 transcriptional modules
(rows) in each of the 20 cellular subpopulations (column) and can
be used to explore the relationship between modules within a cell
population. b, The row-scaled ϕ matrix can be used to explore the
relative probability of each module across cell populations. c–f, Mod-
ule heatmaps and UMAPs showing the gene expression profiles for
cell-type specific transcriptional modules 10, 21, 43, and 74. Top an-
notation row indicates a total of 100 cells with the highest and lowest
probabilities in the module and are colored by their cell cluster labels.
Selected marker genes for B cells (CD79A, CD79B, MS4A1, CD19),
pDCs (ITM2C, IRF7, LILRA4, CLEC4C), CD14+ monocytes (S100A9,
S100A8, S100A12, VCAN, CD14), and T cells (TRAC, CD3D, TRBC1,
CD3G) are highlighted on the right.
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processing and presentation and have high probability in both B-cells and pDCs.
Module 44 contains genes including LYZ and SIRPA that are associated with both
DCs and CD14+ monocytes. Module 40 is present across NK-cells, cytotoxic T-cells,
and NKT cells and contains granzyme genes such as GZMA and GZMH impor-
tant for cytolytic activity (Cullen et al., 2010). Module 65 is expressed in both naive
and cytotoxic T-cells and contains genes for the CD8 receptor, CD8A and CD8B.
Transcriptional modules 15, 45, 47, and 75 are present in at least three unique cell
subpopulations (Figure 3.8b). Module 15 contains myeloid lineage genes CD33,
CSF2RA, and IL1R2. Module 45 contains toll-like receptor genes TLR2, TLR4, and
TLR8. Module 47 contains C-type lectin domain family genes CLEC4A, CLEC7A,
CLEC12A, CLEC4G, and leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor genes LILRA2
and LILRB3. These three modules all have high probabilities to varying degrees in
DCs, pDCs, and monocytes. Module 75 contains lymphoid lineage marker CD69
and has high expression in B-, T-, and NK-cells. Modules 7, 14, 6, and 33 span 4
unique cell subpopulations (Figure 3.8c). Modules 7, 14, and 6 have high probabil-
ity in B cells, DCs, pDCs, and monocytes. Modules 7 and 14 are predominated by
MHC class II genes which are key determinants of antigen presenting cells (APCs)
(Roche & Furuta, 2015). Module 6 contains CD74 which is an important chap-
erone that regulates antigen presentation (Leng et al., 2003). Module 33 contains
genes such as transmembrane immune signaling adaptor TYROBP, IgE receptor
gene FCER1G, and macrophage inflammatory gene CCL3 and is expressed in DCs,
pDCs, monocytes and NK cells. Modules 24, 28, 62, and 80 have high probability in
almost all cell populations and contain many known housekeeping and essential
genes. Module 28 contains several common housekeeping genes such as GAPDH,
HMGB2, HMGB3, and TUBA1C (Hounkpe et al., 2021). Module 80 contains mito-
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chondrial genes MT-CO1, MT-CO2, and MT-CO3. Although expressed to varying
degrees in all cells, an extremely high proportion of these genes can indicate severe
stress or poor quality within a cell (Osorio & Cai, 2020; Ilicic et al., 2016).
3.3.3 Comparison of Celda to principal components for module detection
Many scRNA-seq clustering workflows, including ascend (Senabouth et al., 2019),
Seurat (Stuart et al., 2019), and TSCAN (Ji & Ji, 2016), perform dimensionality re-
duction using principal component analysis (PCA) before cell clustering. Genes
that have large loading scores (positive or negative) to a principal component (PC)
will be highly correlated with that PC and are often plotted together in a heatmap
when assessing the quality of PCs (Stuart et al., 2019; Butler et al., 2018). To qualita-
tively compare transcriptional modules from Celda to those derived using a PCA-
based approach, we analyzed the same PBMC dataset using Seurat (Figure 3.9).
There are three major issues when trying to define gene modules using PCA. The
first issue is that biological programs from different cell types can be represented
at each end of the PC. For example, when examining PC2 from the PCA gener-
ated by Seurat, the top 15 genes negatively correlated with PC2 contained B-cell
markers CD79A, MS4A1, CD79B, and MHC class II genes, while the top 15 genes
positively correlated with PC2 contained T- and NK cell marker genes including
TRAC, CD3D, CD7, CTSW, and NKG7 (Figure 5a). Similarly, the B-cell and pDC
subpopulations were enriched with negative PC2 scores, while the NK cells and
a subset of T-cells were enriched with positive PC2 scores (Figure 3.9b). The av-
erage expressions of the top 15 genes negatively correlated with PC2 and the top
15 genes positively correlated with PC2 further confirmed enrichment of PC2 as-











Module 12 Module 44 Module 40 Module 65
Module 15 Module 45 Module 47 Module 75
Module 7 Module 14 Module 6 Module 33
Module 24 Module 62 Module 28 Module 80
Figure 3.8: Celda identifies transcriptional modules shared across
cell populations. a, Selected example UMAPs showing modules with
high probabilities in at least two different cell types: module 12 in B
cells and pDCs, module 44 in DCs and CD14+ monocytes, module 40
in NK- and NKT cells, module 65 in naive cytotoxic T- and cytotoxic
T-cells. b, Selected UMAPs showing modules with high probabilities
in at least three different cell types: modules 15, 45, and 47 in DCs,
pDCs and monocytes, and module 75 in B-, T-, and NK-cells. c, Se-
lected UMAPs showing modules with high probabilities in at least
four different cell types: modules 7, 14, and 6 in B cells, DCs, pDCs,
and monocytes, and module 33 in DCs, pDCs, monocytes, and NK-
cells. d, Selected UMAPs showing modules with high probabilities
in all 20 cell clusters. Analyzing modules can reveal novel insights
about biological programs active in one or more cell types.
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scriptional programs co-expressed in a subset of cell populations can be conflated
within the same PC. For example, B-cell marker genes such as CD79A, MS4A1, and
CD79B were negatively correlated with PC2 along with MHC-class II genes such
as HLA-DRA and HLA-DPA1. While the MHC class II genes are highly expressed
in the B-cell populations, they are also highly expressed in the dendritic cell pop-
ulations where B-cell marker genes are absent. The third issue is that a gene can
be highly correlated with many PCs. For example, CST7, NKG7 and GZMA were
among the top 15 genes in PCs 2, 3, and 4, while CD7 was among the top 15 genes
in PCs 1, 2, and 8 (Figure 3.10). Overall, these results illustrate that genes from dif-
ferent cell types and different biological programs can be associated with the same
PC and a single gene can be associated with multiple PCs.
Celda provided additional insight to gene co-variation by categorizing these top
genes into more refined transcriptional modules. For example, among the top 15
genes negatively correlated with PC2, 7 genes were in module 10 and expressed
across all B-cell subpopulations (Figure 3.11a). However, other genes were clus-
tered in 5 other modules and exhibited different patterns across cell populations.
IGKC was found in module 5 by itself and was expressed only in one of the B-
cell subpopulations (cell cluster 3). TCLA and BANK1 were in module 12 which
was present in B-cell and pDC populations. Similarly, the MHC-class II associ-
ated genes were found in modules 6, 14, and 7. These three modules had high
probability in B-cell, DC, and pDC populations and moderate probability in differ-
ent subsets of monocyte populations to varying degrees. Among the top 15 genes
positively correlated with PC2, 5 were clustered in modules 40, 68, and 39 (Fig-
ure 3.11b). These modules showed enrichment in NK, NKT, and cytotoxic T-cell
















































Figure 3.9: Qualitative comparison of gene co-variation patterns de-
rived from Celda and PCA. a, The 15 genes with the most positive
loadings for PC2 and 15 genes with the most negative loadings for
PC2 are shown in rows of the heatmap. The 50 cells with the lowest
PC2 scores and the 50 cells with the highest PC2 scores are showed in
the columns of the heatmap. The top annotation row contains Celda
cell subpopulation labels. b, UMAP colored by scores for PC2. c,
UMAP colored by the average scaled expression of top 15 genes neg-
atively correlated with PC2. d, UMAP colored by the average scaled
expression of top 15 genes positively correlated with PC2.
ing genes clustered in 8 other modules showed patterns undetected by PC2. For





























































































































































































































































































Figure 3.10: Genes can be highly correlated with many PCs from
PCA. Heatmaps of the first 9 PCs colored by scaled normalized gene
expressions. Genes are ranked by their loadings in increasing order.
The top and bottom 15 genes for each PC are shown. Top annota-
tion row indicates a total of 100 cells with the highest and lowest PC
scores and are colored by Celda cell cluster labels as in Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.7. CST7, NKG7 and GZMA (highlighted in red) are present
in the top genes in PCs 2, 3, and 4. CD7 (highlighted in cyan) is
present in the top genes in PCs 1, 2, and 8.
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51, which were present in DC, monocyte, and subsets of T- and NK-cells. SRGN
was in module 34 which was present in NK-cells, DCs, pDCs, monocytes, and
had moderate probability in T-cells. CD7 and IFITM1 were found in module 37
which had high probability in NK- and T-cells. Annexin family gene ANXA1 was
grouped in module 32 which was present in subsets of T-cells, NK-cells, mono-
cytes, DCs, and CD34+ cells to varying degrees. T-cell receptor genes TRAC and
CD3D were grouped in module 74 which was present across all T-cell subpop-
ulations. TMSB4X was grouped in module 78 which had high probability in T-
cells and moderate probability in all other cell populations. IL32 was in module
72 which had high probability in proliferating T-cells and moderate probability in
other T-cell populations. Overall, these results suggest that Celda can identify tran-
scriptional programs representing unique biological processes with better clarity
than what can be readily parsed by associating genes with PCs from PCA.
To systematically benchmark Celda’s ability to cluster genes into modules, we
compared the performance of Celda_CG and PCA to accurately cluster genes into
modules based on simulated data. To create distinct, non-overlapping modules
from PCA, each gene was assigned to a single PC based on the magnitude of its
loading ranks across all PCs (3.5.10). Six datasets were simulated with increasing
similarity between cell populations and modules (Figure 3.12a). Celda_CG out-
performed PCs in clustering co-expressed genes into transcriptional modules for
all simulated clustering difficulties (Figure 3.12b). Median adjusted rand indices
(ARIs) for the six increasing clustering difficulties were 0.98, 0.88, 0.84, 0.57, 0.10,
and 0.01 for Celda_CG, and 0.20, 0.06, 0.04, 0.02, 0.01, and 0.01 for PCs. These
results demonstrate that Celda_CG was more accurate at identifying modules of


































































































































Figure 3.11: Qualitative comparison of gene co-variation patterns
derived from Celda and PCA. a, Heatmaps and UMAPs of 6 Celda
modules containing the top 15 genes negatively correlated with PC2.
b, Heatmaps and UMAPs of 11 Celda modules containing the top
15 genes positively correlated with PC2. Overall, these results show
that the genes most highly correlated with PC2 from PCA can have
different patterns of expression across cell types. In contrast, Celda
provided additional insight to gene co-variation by categorizing
these top genes into more refined transcriptional modules.
3.4 Discussion
Celda is a novel discrete Bayesian hierarchical model for scRNA-seq data that
can perform co-clustering of cells into subpopulations and genes into transcrip-
tional modules. When applied to a well-characterized PBMC dataset, Celda re-
vealed novel cell populations missed by other approaches and provided informa-
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Figure 3.12: Celda_CG achieves a higher accuracy for clustering of
genes into modules compared to a PCA-based approach. Datasets
were simulated according to the generative process of the Celda_CG
model. Higher values of β produced more similar transcriptional
modules within each cell population and higher values of δ produced
a more equal distribution of counts between genes within each mod-
ule. A range of L values from 10 to 200 was simulated for each com-
bination of the parameters. a, UMAPs for one of ten replicate simu-
lations at L = 100 were generated to show the relationship between
the 2,000 most variable genes. Each point on the UMAP represents
a single gene and is colored by its true module label. Genes closer
together in the UMAP have more similar expression patterns across
cells. b, The adjusted Rand index (ARI) shows the similarity between
the true module labels and the gene clustering results for Celda_CG
or PCA. Points and vertical lines represent medians and interquar-
tile ranges of ten replicate simulations. Celda_CG achieved a higher
median ARI compared to PCA for all L values in 5 out of 6 datasets.
population. Raw scRNA-seq count data are generally discrete and sparse after
UMI corrections are applied. Many available workflows that perform cell cluster-
ing for scRNA-seq count data often requires preprocessing the data before clus-
tering. Seurat (Stuart et al., 2019), ascend (Senabouth et al., 2019), TSCAN (Ji &
Ji, 2016), SC3 (Kiselev et al., 2017), CIDR (Lin et al., 2017), and scran (Lun et al.,
2016c) all perform cell clustering based on dimensionality reduced data, which re-
quires some of the preprocessing steps including normalization of total counts in
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each cell, logarithmic transformation, and/or z-score standardization to center and
scale the variables. Celda is based on hierarchical Dirichlet-multinomial distribu-
tions which inherently work with sparse non-negative integer count data without
prior normalization. Multinomial distributions have been shown to model UMI-
corrected data without inflation better than conventional normalization strategies
(Townes et al., 2019) For example, the single plasma B-cell was identified by Celda
because it had nearly twice the raw counts compared to any other cell in the PBMC
dataset. We also used the top 2,000 most variable genes determined by variance-
stabilizing transformation (Stuart et al., 2019) for clustering the PBMCs in this par-
ticular analysis. We note that this is not a requirement when running Celda. For
example, we previously clustered this dataset with Celda by including 4,529 genes
with at least 3 counts across 3 cells (Yang et al., 2020). While the overall clus-
ter solutions are similar, applying the variability filter in this analysis promoted
the clustering of CD8A and CD8B into a unique module that helped to define the
naive CD8+ T-cell population. In general, limiting to variable genes can decrease
the computational time and help identify modules of genes with lower overall
counts but will exclude some genes from being characterized in transcriptional
modules.
One major challenge with clustering tools applied to any data type is determining
the number of clusters. Statistical metrics to assess cluster stability can be used
in conjunction with prior biological knowledge to settle on a solution that is ro-
bust and gives the most biological insight. Seurat implements modularity-based
community detection where a resolution parameter is used to customize the gran-
ularity level at which community structures are detected but does not provide
inherent metrics for choosing the number of clusters (Waltman & van Eck, 2013;
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Stuart et al., 2019; Butler et al., 2018). ascend sets a supervised pruning window in
the agglomerative hierarchical clustering procedure using Ward’s minimum vari-
ance to determine the number of subpopulations (Nguyen et al., 2018; Senabouth
et al., 2019). TSCAN uses Gaussian mixture modelling which relies on Bayesian
information criterion (BIC) to determine the number of clusters (Fraley & Raftery,
2002; Ji & Ji, 2016). In Celda, we use RPC (Zhao et al., 2015) to assist in choos-
ing the number of cell clusters (K) and transcriptional modules (L). We note that
the elbows in the RPC plots can provide good starting point for choosing these
numbers. However, further splitting of modules or cell populations by choosing
higher L or K may be useful in some settings and can be performed after exam-
ining UMAPs and module heatmaps. Another limitation of our current model is
that technical differences between batches of samples are not taken into account.
In the future, we plan to develop specific distributions that can specifically model
technical variation between groups of samples. Overall, Celda presents a novel
model-based clustering approach towards simultaneously characterizing cellular
and transcriptional heterogeneity in biological samples profiled with scRNA-seq
assays.
3.5 Methods
3.5.1 Celda_CG statistical model
Celda_CG model uses sets of Dirichlet-multinomial distributions to model the hi-
erarchies in the scRNA-seq data. The generative process for Celda_CG is outlined
in Figure 3.1 and below while the complete specification for the model can be
found in the Appendix A. The generative process for Celda_CG is as follows:
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1. Draw η ∼ DirL(γ)
2. For each gene g ∈ {1, 2, . . . , G}, draw yg ∼ Mult(η)
3. For each transcriptional module distribution l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}
(a) Define Yl = [yg = l]Gg=1
(b) Draw ψl ∼ Dir(δYl)
4. For each sample i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S}, draw θi ∼ DirK(α)
5. For each cell population k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, draw ϕk ∼ DirL(β)
6. For each cell j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Mi} in sample i
(a) Draw zi,j ∼ Mult(θi)
(b) For the t-th transcript in cell j in sample i, t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ni,j}
i. Draw wi,j,t ∼ Mult(ϕzi,j)
ii. Draw xi,j,t ∼ Mult(ψwi,j,t)
η is from a Dirichlet distribution with symmetric concentration parameter γ with
length equal to the total number of transcriptional modules specified by L. G is the
number of genes. yg is the hidden transcriptional module label drawn from η for
gene g and will return a value between 1 and L. L is the number of transcriptional
modules. “[ ]” refers to a Boolean operator and returns 1 when the expression
within the bracket is true and 0 otherwise. We use this operator in step 3(a) to
denote that the element corresponding to gene g in Yl will be set to 1 if yg = l and
0 otherwise. Yl will then be used as an indicator variable in step 3(b) to control
the genes turned on in transcriptional module l. ψl is from a Dirichlet distribution
parameterized by δYl where each element represents the probability of a gene in
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the module. If an element in Yl is zero, the parameter δYl for the Dirichlet distri-
bution will be zero along with the corresponding probability ψl for that gene, thus
turning off the expression of that gene in that module. The combination of these
variables results in the “hard-clustering” behavior by controlling the assignment
of each gene to a single transcriptional module. S is the number of samples. θi
is from a Dirichlet distribution parameterized by the symmetric concentration pa-
rameter α that defines the probability of each cell population in each sample i. K is
the number of cellular subpopulations. Each cell population k follows a Dirichlet
distribution ϕk parameterized by the symmetric concentration parameter β where
each element in ϕk represents the probability of a transcriptional module in pop-
ulation k. Mi is the number of cells in sample i. zi,j is the hidden cell population
label for cell j in sample i. Ni,j is the number of transcripts for cell j in sample i.
wi,j,t is the hidden transcriptional module label for transcript xi,j,t, and xi,j,t is the
t-th transcript for cell j in sample i. zi,j is drawn from θi and represents the hidden
label denoting the population assignment for each cell. wi,j,t is the hidden label for
transcript t in cell j drawn from ϕzi,j and represents the module assignment for
that transcript. xi,j,t is the observed transcript which is drawn from ψwi,j,t . Note
that only the genes “turned on” according to the indicators Yl will have a non-zero
probability and will be selected from this draw.
The complete likelihood function of Celda_CG model is then given as:




















P(wi,j,t | ϕzi,j)P(xi,j,t | ψwi,j,t),
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where α, β, γ, δ are the symmetric prior parameters in their corresponding Dirich-
let distributions, and Y , Z, W , X are the collections of yg, zi,j , wi,j,t, xi,j,t respec-
tively.
3.5.2 Estimation of model parameters
We use a heuristic hard Expectation Maximization (EM) procedure to estimate the
cell population label zi,j for cell j in sample i and a collapsed Gibbs sampling
procedure to estimate the hidden transcriptional module label yg for gene g (Ap-
pendix A). To estimate the hidden transcriptional module label for each gene, we
integrate out ψ, ϕ, and W and drop components related to θ that are invariant with
respect to Y . The final formula after simplification is as follows:











































where L is the total number of modules, K is the total number of cell populations,
|Vl| is the total number of genes in module l, V −(g)l is the total number of genes in
module l leaving out current gene g, n
(·),(k),(V −(g)l )
is the total number of transcripts
from genes in module l cross all the cells in cluster k leaving out those from gene
g, n(·),(·),v) is the total number of transcripts for gene g across all cells and samples,
n(·),(k),(Vl) is the number of transcripts from all genes in module l in population k,
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and Γ is the gamma function. For estimating the hidden population label for each
cell zi,j , we relied on a heuristic “hard” EM procedure to increase speed on large
datasets with many cells. The collapsed Gibbs sampling equations for zi,j can also
be found in the Supplementary Information. First, we drop components related to
ψ that are invariant with respect to Z. The “hard” EM obtains a point estimate of
zi,j by maximizing the posterior with respect to point estimates of θ and ϕ given

















where Xi,j is the collection of transcripts xi,j,t within cell j in sample i, ni,j,(Vl) is the
number of transcripts from all the genes that belong to module l of cell j in sample
i. θ̂i,k is the point estimate of θi,k which is the probability of a cell belonging to cell





where mi,k is the total number of cells assigned to cluster k in sample i and Mi is
the total number of cells in sample i. ϕ̂k,l is the point estimate of ϕk,l which is the





Within each iteration of the optimization procedure, we apply the “hard” EM pro-
cedure to estimate the cell population labels (Z) given a fixed set of transcriptional
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module labels (Y ) and then apply the collapsed Gibbs sampling procedure to es-
timate the transcriptional module labels (Y ) given a fixed set of cell population
labels (Z). We generally run the model for a maximum number of iterations (200
by default) or until there has been no improvement in the log-likelihood for a pre-
defined number of iterations (10 by default). The configuration of Z and Y that
produced the highest likelihood are returned as the final solution.
In order to avoid local optimum, we apply a heuristic cluster/module splitting
procedure every 10 iterations. To apply the cell splitting procedure at a given it-
eration, we try to find a better configuration for Z with a higher log-likelihood by
splitting one population into 2 new clusters and removing another unsplit popu-
lation. Let K∗ be the set of cell population clusters that have more than 3 cells and
|K∗| be the cardinality of set K∗. For one cell population k∗ ∈ K∗, the cluster is
split into 2 new clusters using the Celda_C model setting Kc = 2. Then parallelly
for all other cell clusters {k′ : k′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} ∧ k′ 6= k∗}, we redistribute all the
cells in cluster k′ to their second most likely cluster according to EM probabilities
of current Z configuration. The log-likelihood is re-calculated for each of these
K − 1 configurations. After repeating this procedure for all the {k∗ : k∗ ∈ K∗}, a
total number of |K∗|× (K−1) new possible configurations for Z are obtained. The
configuration that produced the highest likelihood will be set at the current solu-
tion. If none of the new configurations had a higher likelihood than the original
configurations, then no splitting will be performed and the original configuration
of Z will be maintained. The module splitting procedure is similarly applied to
the transcriptional modules to find a Y that has higher log-likelihood. One mod-
ule l∗ is split using Celda_G with LG = 2 and new likelihoods are calculated by
redistributing the genes in each of the other modules. One potential limitation is
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that running Celda_G on all cells to split each module would result in dramatic
reduction in speed for large datasets. We therefore take each cell population clus-
ter and split it up into 10 new clusters using Celda_C with K = 10 to produce
a temporary configuration denoted Z∗. These temporary populations are used to
potentially find a better configuration of module labels. Splitting each cell popu-
lation into 10 temporary cell populations ensures that better splits of the modules
can be obtained even if the current cluster labels Z are suboptimal. Even though
the modules are split with Z∗, the overall likelihood for all new splits of Y is still
calculated with the current configuration of Z containing the K subpopulations.
As in the cell splitting approach, the module split with the best log-likelihood is
chosen if it is higher than that from the current Y configuration.
3.5.3 Determining the number of cell populations and transcriptional mod-
ules
Perplexity has been commonly used in the topic models to measure how well a
probabilistic model predicts observed samples (Blei et al., 2003). Here, we use
perplexity to calculate the probability of observing expression counts given an es-
timated Celda_CG model. Rather than performing cross-validation which is com-
putationally expensive, a series of test sets are created by sampling the counts from
each cell according to a multinomial distribution defined by dividing the counts
for each gene in the cell by the total number of counts for that cell. Perplexity is
then calculated on each test set with a lower perplexity indicating a better model
fit (Blei et al., 2003). For a test set x, the perplexity of Celda_CG is given as
Perplexity = exp
{


























We compare perplexity values among different model settings and use rate of per-
plexity change (RPC) (Zhao et al., 2015) to determine an appropriate number of cell
populations and transcriptional modules. Particularly, setting a fixed number of
transcriptional modules, a series of Celda_CG models with a sequence of equally
spacedKs arranged in ascending order are fitted. We then calculate the RPC along
the course of increase of cell populations, choose the smallest K as the appropriate
number of cell populations where the RPC is zero at a given precision. Similarly,
setting a fixed number of cell populations, an appropriate number of transcrip-
tional modules can be selected by calculating the RPC along a sequence of equally
spaced Ls.
3.5.4 Data collection and preprocessing
PMBC_4K dataset was downloaded using R/Bioconductor package TENxPBMC-
Data v1.8.0. It contains 4,340 cells and 33,694 genes. We applied DecontX (Yang
et al., 2020) to remove inadvertent contamination using default settings. 17,039
genes detected in fewer than 3 cells were excluded. We applied NormalizeData
and FindVariableFeatures functions from Seurat v3.2.2 (Stuart et al., 2019) us-
ing default settings and identified a set of 2,000 most variable genes for clustering
by variance-stabilizing transformation (VST) (Stuart et al., 2019). PCA was per-
formed on scaled normalized gene expressions using RunPCA function from Seu-
rat v3.2.2 in default settings. For coloring of UMAPs and module heatmaps, the
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decontaminated counts were normalized by library size, square-root transformed,
centered, and scaled to unit variance. Values greater than 2 or less than -2 were
trimmed.
3.5.5 Selecting the number of transcriptional modules (L) and cell clusters (K)
We applied two stepwise splitting procedures as implemented in the
recursiveSplitModule and recursiveSplitCell functions in Celda to de-
termine the optimal L and K. recursiveSplitModule uses the celda_G model
to cluster genes into modules for a range of possible L values between 10 to 200.
The module labels of the previous model with L − 1 modules are used as the ini-
tial values in the current model with L modules. The best split of an existing
module, evaluated by best overall likelihood, is found to create the L-th mod-
ule. The rate of perplexity change (RPC) was calculated for each successive model
generation. For the PBMC 4K dataset, we found the model with 80 transcrip-
tional modules had low RPC and included both known and novel gene programs.
recursiveSplitCell uses the Celda_CG model to cluster cells into cell clusters
for a range of possible K values between 3 to 30. The module labels of genes from
model L = 80 was used to initialize the modules in recursiveSplitCell. We found
the model with 20 cell clusters had low RPC and included both known and novel
cell populations (Figure 3.2). The final Celda_CG model used in this analysis of
the PBMC 4K dataset was extracted from the stepwise splitting results using the
subsetCeldaList function.
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3.5.6 UMAP of PBMC cells based on Celda transcriptional modules
Dimensionality reduction for visualization by Uniform Manifold Approximation
and Projection (Becht et al., 2018) (UMAP) is performed using the square root
transformed module probability (MP) matrix which contains the probability of






where ni,j,(Vl) denotes the sum of all counts belonging to genes in transcriptional
module l and Ni,j is the total sum of counts for a cell. The square root transfor-
mation is applied as it can be applied to zero counts without need to add a pseu-
docount as is required with the log transformation. The umap function from the
uwot R package was applied to the MP matrix using Euclidean distance to obtain
2 dimensional coordinates for each cell with n_neighbors = 10, min_dist =
0.5, and default settings.
3.5.7 Testing for differential expression
A hurdle model from MAST (Finak et al., 2015) was used for significance testing
of differential expression between cell clusters. Benjamini and Hochberg false dis-
covery rate (FDR) (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) adjusted p-values were used to
reject the null hypotheses.
3.5.8 Cell clustering and UMAP using Seurat
The same set of 2000 most variable genes in the decontaminated PMBC dataset
were used for clustering by Seurat. PCA was performed on scaled normalized
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gene expressions using RunPCA function from Seurat (Stuart et al., 2019) v3.2.2
in default settings. Shared Nearest Neighbor (SNN) graph was constructed us-
ing FindNeighbors function with the top 22 PCs. Clusters were identified by
modularity optimization using FindClusters with default settings. UMAP was
generated using RunUMAP function and the top 22 PCs with n.neighbors = 10,
min.dist = 0.5, and default settings.
3.5.9 Cell clustering and UMAP using scran
The same set of 2,000 most variable genes in the decontaminated PMBC dataset
were used for clustering by scran. PCA was performed on normalized gene expres-
sions using runPCA function from scater (McCarthy et al., 2017) v1.18.3 using 2,000
genes and default settings. SNN graph was constructed using buildSNNGraph
function from scran (Lun et al., 2016c) v1.18.3 with the top 28 PCs. Clusters were
identified by random walks using cluster_walktrap function from igraph
(Csardi & Nepusz, 2006) package v1.2.6 with default settings. UMAP was gener-
ated using runUMAP function with n_neighbors = 5, and default settings.
3.5.10 Evaluation of module clustering accuracy with simulated data
Data were simulated based on the generative model of Celda_CG (3.5.1 and Ap-
pendix A) using the simulateCells function in Celda. Specifically, we set model
to “celda_CG”, S to 1, CRange between 4,000 and 6,000, NRange between 1,000
and 10,000, G to 33,000, and K to 20. scRNA-seq count data were simulated us-
ing six combinations of concentration parameters β and δ ranging from 1 to 40
representing six levels of clustering difficulties. For each combination of β and
δ, a range of the number of transcriptional modules (L) from 10 to 200 was sim-
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ulated with 10 replicates per L. After simulated data were generated, the 2,000
most variable genes determined by VST were selected. Celda_CG clustering and
PCA were applied to group the 2,000 most variable genes to transcriptional mod-
ules and PCs whose numbers equal the true remaining number of modules for
the 2,000 genes. Adjusted Rand indices (ARIs) were calculated between the gene
clustering results of Celda_CG or PCA and the true module labels of genes using
adjustedRandIndex function from mclust package v5.4.6.
We applied a heuristic approach to cluster genes to PCs based on gene loadings.
After performing PCA to reduce the data to PCs whose number equals the number
of true modules for the 2,000 most variable genes, we first order the genes by load-
ings in increasing order for each PC. For each PC, if the sum of the absolute values
of the top 50 negative loadings is greater than the sum of the absolute values of the
bottom 50 positive loadings, we rank the genes by loadings in this PC in increas-
ing order. Otherwise, we rank the genes by loadings in this PC in decreasing order.
This is to account for the bidirectionality of PCA loadings so that when genes are
assigned to a PC, they are always in the same direction with respect to the orien-
tation of the PC. After ranking the genes by loadings for each PC, we assign each
gene to its highest-ranking PC accordingly. If a gene has the same highest ranks in
two or more PCs, this gene is not used for the calculation of ARI.
UMAPs of genes were generated to visualize the variability of genes and the clus-
tering difficulties for the simulated data. For each combination of β and δ, UMAP
was generated based on one of the 10 simulations at L = 100. Gene counts for each
cell were collapsed to cell clusters before applying UMAP. Specifically, for each
gene, the counts for each of the 20 true cell clusters were added and divided by
total counts for this gene, so the number of features were reduced from the total
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number of cells to 20. These cell cluster probabilities were then square-root trans-
formed before applying UMAP. UMAP dimension reduction coordinates for cells
were generated using the umap function from uwot R package with n_neighbors
= 10, min_dist = 0.5, and default settings.
3.5.11 Data availability
The PBMC dataset used in this study is available at https://support.10xgenomics.
com/single-cell-gene-expression/datasets/2.1.0/pbmc4k. The source code for
Celda, in the form of an installable R package, is available at the Bioconduc-
tor repository https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/celda. The development
version is located on GitHub at: https://github.com/campbio/celda. Scripts for




Enhancing clustering of scRNA-seq data with multiple modalities
4.1 Introduction
In recent years, in addition to the molecular profiling of a single aspect of cell state
(i.e. transcriptome, genome), considerable interests have been taken in the simul-
taneous measurement of cellular heterogeneity across multiple types of molecules
(multimodal profiling) at single-cell resolution (Stuart & Satija, 2019). Multimodal
profiling approaches provide more comprehensive snapshots of cell state by de-
scribing multiple molecular views of the same cell. A comprehensive list of mul-
timodal profiling methods that measure transcriptome and other modalities is
shown in Table 4.1. In general, these methods experimentally embed data from ad-
ditional modalities and convert them into a single molecular format to enable the
simultaneous detection of multiple data types via a common methodology such as
sequencing (Stuart & Satija, 2019).
Table 4.1: List of published multimodal profiling techniques that
measure transcriptome and other modalities
Method Additional modalities References
DART-seq Amplicon sequencing (Saikia et al., 2019)
TARGET-seq Amplicon sequencing (Rodriguez-Meira et al.,
2019)
FB5P-seq Antigen receptor repertoire (Attaf et al., 2020)
ASTAR-seq Chromatin accessibility (Xing et al., 2020)
Paired-seq Chromatin accessibility (Zhu et al., 2019)
scCAT-seq Chromatin accessibility (Liu et al., 2019)
sci-CAR Chromatin accessibility (Chen et al., 2019c)
SNARE-seq Chromatin accessibility (Xing et al., 2020)
CITE-seq Cell surface protein (Stoeckius et al., 2017)
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REAP-seq Cell surface protein (Peterson et al., 2017)
CRISP-seq CRISPR perturbation (Jaitin et al., 2016)
CROP-seq CRISPR perturbation (Datlinger et al., 2017)
LINNAEUS CRISPR perturbation (Spanjaard et al., 2018)
ScarTrace CRISPR perturbation (Alemany et al., 2018)
scGESTALT CRISPR perturbation (Raj et al., 2018)
TAP-seq CRISPR perturbation (Schraivogel et al., 2020)
scM&T-seq DNA methylation (Angermueller et al., 2016)
scMT-seq DNA methylation (Hu et al., 2016, 2019)
Patch-seq Electrophysiological
measurements
(Cadwell et al., 2016, 2017;
Camunas-Soler et al., 2020)
INs-seq Intracellular protein (Katzenelenbogen et al.,
2020)
scDam&T-seq Protein-DNA contacts (Rooijers et al., 2019;
Markodimitraki et al., 2020)
scCC TF binding sites (Moudgil et al., 2020)
SCTG Whole exome sequencing (Li et al., 2015)
DR-Seq Whole genome sequencing (Dey et al., 2015)
G&T-seq Whole genome sequencing (Macaulay et al., 2015)
PRDD-seq Whole genome sequencing (Huang et al., 2020)
SIDR-seq Whole genome sequencing (Han et al., 2018a)
ECCITE-seq Cell surface protein, antigen
receptor repertoire, CRISPR
perturbation
(Mimitou et al., 2019)
iscCOOL-seq DNA methylation,
chromatin accessibility
(Gu et al., 2019)
Perturb-CITE-seq CRISPR perturbation, Cell
surface protein
(Frangieh et al., 2021)
sc-GEM Amplicon sequencing, DNA
methylation
(Cheow et al., 2016)
scNMT-seq DNA methylation,
chromatin accessibility
(Argelaguet et al., 2019)
scTrio-seq DNA methylation, CNV (Hou et al., 2016)
In 2017, Stoeckius et al. (2017) and Peterson et al. (2017) reported simultaneous
measurement of transcripts and proteins in single cells based on droplet microflu-
idics and sequencing using CITE-seq and REAP-seq. In these protocols, A pre-
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selected list of monoclonal antibodies that specifically bind to target proteins of
interests are conjugated to oligo sequences containing a PCR amplification han-
dle, a pre-determined uniquely associated antibody barcode, and a 3’ poly(A)
tail (Stoeckius et al., 2017). The antibody-oligo complexes (antibody-derived tags,
ADTs) are incubated with single-cell suspensions to allow binding of antibodies
to cell surface proteins. After washing, cells are encapsulated in microdroplets
through microfluidic devices and lysed to release cellular mRNAs. Transcripts and
antibody-derived oligos anneal to beads via 3’ poly(A) tails and are indexed by a
shared cell barcode during reverse transcription. Subsequent separation of ampli-
fied cDNAs and antibody-derived tags (ADTs) by size via electrophoresis allows
any necessary additional amplification and customized pooling before sequenc-
ing. The antibody-conjugated DNA barcodes used in these methods enable the
measurement of cell surface protein abundance alongside mRNAs with single-cell
resolution (Stuart & Satija, 2019).
Following the utilization of CITE-seq and REAP-seq methods, new data types with
molecular information on 2 modalities (transcriptome and proteins) are generated.
Previously available computational software and workflows designed for scRNA-
seq are only compatible with data generated from a single modality. Although the
clustering and dimension reduction of CITE-seq data based on transcriptome data
alone can provide a overview of cellular heterogeneity with reasonable resolution,
certain subpopulations of immune cells (e.g. CD8+ & CD4+ T cells, CD56bright &
CD56dim NK cells) can only be identified by protein-level characterization (Stoeck-
ius et al., 2017). This new type of multimodal data with transcriptome and protein
measurements poses new analytical challenges and necessitates the development
of new computational methods that can define cellular states based on multiple
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data types.
We extended the application of Celda by developing a multimodal clustering
method that utilizes both mRNA and protein expression information generated
from single-cell sequencing datasets with multiple modalities, and demonstrate
that Celda multimodal clustering captured meaningful biological patterns which
are missed by transcriptome- or protein-only clustering methods.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Transcriptome-based clustering cannot fully capture the cellular hetero-
geneity of T cells in CBMCs
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of molecular profiling based on a single
modality, we first applied Celda to identify the transcriptomic heterogeneity of
cells in a publicly available CITE-seq dataset (Stoeckius et al., 2017). The dataset
contains ~8,014 cord blood mononuclear cells (CBMCs) collected from a healthy
donor and ~603 mouse cell spike-ins. The abundance of selected cell surface im-
munophenotypic markers are measured via a panel of 13 monoclonal antibodies
(Table 4.2). Using only mRNA data, a UMAP dimension reduction representa-
tion was generated based on the estimated module probabilities for each cell (Fig-
ure 4.1a). The major subtypes of immune cells were identified by examining the
expression of known marker genes (Figure 4.1b). Cell subpopulations including
B cells, macrophages, CD14+ monocytes, FCGR3A+ monocytes, erythrocyte pro-
genitors, DCs, pDCs, megakaryocytes, CD34+ progenitors, NK cells and NKT cells
were identified by the mRNA-based clustering and visualization. However, CD4+
and CD8+ T cell subpopulations could not be distinguished (Figure B.1). Exam-
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ining the abundance of ADTs for CD4 and CD8 further confirmed the mixture of
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Figure 4.1: mRNA-based clustering identified major immune cell
subpopulations. a, UMAP dimension reduction representation of
~8,014 CBMCs and ~603 mouse cell spike-ins computed from gene
expressions. 25 clusters were identified. b, Cell identities were de-
termined by the expression of selected marker genes (CD3D for T
cells, CD19 for B cells, HLA-DQB1 for macrophages, KLRD1 for NK
cells, FCGR3A for FCGR3A+ monocytes, CD14 for CD14+ mono-
cytes, FCER1A for DCs, CLEC4C for pDCs, ITGA2B for megakary-
ocytes, CD34 for CD34+ progenitors, HBB for erythrocyte progen-
itors). The average expression of top 100 mouse genes were also
shown (“Mouse”).
One explanation why mRNA-based clustering and visualization can not distin-
guish CD4+ and CD8+ T cell subpopulations is the discrepancy between mRNA
and protein abundances in these cells. The correlation between mRNA and pro-
tein abundance for CD4 is very low (Pearson’s r = 0.11, Figure 4.2, Table 4.2). In
addition, CD4 and CD8 were only detected by ADT in 87.2% and 96.1% of cells.
These results suggest mRNA-based clustering can not fully capture the cellular
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heterogeneity of T cell subpopulations in CBMCs.
Figure 4.2: Correlation between mRNA and protein abundance
varies across genes. The square-root transformed normalized gene
expressions and CLR-transformed ADT abundance were plotted for
each of 8617 cells. Genes CD8A, PTPRC, CD4, and CD3E were
shown. Pearson correlations (r) were calculated and were shown on
the top right for each gene. Cells in which only ADTs were detected
were colored in red. The percentage of these cells were shown on the
top left for each gene.
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Table 4.2: Correlation between mRNA and ADT abundance for
CBMCs





CD3E CD3e 0.69 61.5% 0.48
FCGR3A CD16 0.60 86.4% 0.13
CD8A CD8a 0.51 96.1% 0.15
CD19 CD19 0.42 98.2% 0.14
CD14 CD14 0.32 76.0% 0.60
CD34 CD34 0.25 98.9% 0.03
ITGAX CD11c 0.22 95.1% 0.37
NCAM1 CD56 0.20 98.9% 0.14
CD4 CD4 0.11 87.2% 0.54
PTPRC CD45RA 0.10 39.0% 0.63
CCR7 CCR7 0.09 83.9% 0.02
MME CD10 0.04 99.8% 0.02
CCR5 CCR5 0.02 99.8% 0.03
1 Fraction of human cells having ADT abundance greater than the µ+ σ (average + standard devi-
ation) of mouse cells.
4.2.2 ADT-based clustering cannot identify a few major immune cell popula-
tions in CBMCs
We next applied Celda to generate a molecular profiling of the same ~8,014 CBMCs
based on cell surface marker abundance. Using only ADT data, a UMAP dimen-
sion reduction representation was generated based on the abundance of 13 im-
munophenotypic markers for each cell (Figure 4.3a). 11 cell clusters were identi-
fied. Cell populations including B cells, macrophages, CD14+ monocytes, and NK
cells were identified by the ADT-based clustering and visualization. CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells were clearly separated. The expression of genes CD4, CD8A, and
CD8B agrees well with their corresponding ADT abundance (Figure B.3). NKT
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cells were identified by CD8+/CD56+/CD3- ADT signatures. In addition, through
the use of a CD45RA antibody, naive and memory CD4+ T cells were distinguished
by ADT-based clustering (Figure 4.3b). Although ADT-based clustering identified
additional cellular heterogeneity (CD4+ & CD8+ T cells, naive & memory CD4+
T cells) missed by mRNA-based clustering, a few major immune cell identities
were not captured due to a limited panel of antibodies used in the study. Cell
populations including FCGR3A+ monocytes, erythrocyte progenitors, DCs, pDCs,
megakaryocytes, and CD34+ progenitors could only be visualized by examining
the mRNA abundance of their corresponding marker genes (HBB for erythrocyte
progenitors, FCER1A for DCs, CLEC4C for pDCs, ITGA2B for megakaryocytes)
(Figure B.4).
The fact that many immune cell types (FCGR3A+ monocytes, DCs, CD34+ progen-
itors) were not identified by ADT-based clustering and visualization even though
their representative markers (CD16, CD11c, CD34) were present in the antibody
panel indicates that antibody specificity varies across markers. CD10, CD34, CCR5,
and CCR7 had <5% species specificity (Figure 4.4, Table 4.2). The majority of
ADT abundance for these markers were present in mouse cells, demonstrating the
poor quality of these antibodies. In addition, markers for erythrocyte progenitors,
pDCs, and megakaryocytes were not included in the antibody panel (Table 4.2),
making it impossible to identify these cell types using only ADT data. These re-
sults suggest clustering based on the 13 ADTs can not fully capture the broad spec-
trum of immune cell populations in CBMCs.
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Figure 4.3: ADT-based clustering identified subpopulations of T
cells. a, UMAP dimension reduction representation of ~8,014
CBMCs and ~603 mouse cell spike-ins computed from the abun-
dance of 13 ADTs. 11 clusters were identified. b, Cell identities
were determined by the abundance of ADTs for selected cell surface
markers (CD3 for T cells, CD4 for CD4+ T cells, CD8 for CD8+ T cells,
CD45RA for naive T cells, CD56 for NK cells, CD16 for CD16+ mono-
cytes, CD10 & CD19 for B cells, CD11c for DCs, CD14 for CD14+
monocytes, CD34 for CD34+ progenitors, CCR5 for activated T cells,
CCR7 for memory T cells). CD4+ & CD8+ T cells, memory CD4+ &
naive CD4+ T cells were successfully identified by ADT-based clus-
tering
4.2.3 Celda multimodal clustering identified both major immune cell popula-
tions and T cell subpopulations in CBMCs
Given that mRNA- or ADT-only clustering have limitations, clustering methods
that integrate data from multiple modalities are needed to fully capture the cellu-
lar heterogeneity of CBMC cells. We developed Celda MultiModal (Celda_MM)
clustering, an extension to the Celda model described in chapter 3. In Celda_MM,
the counts for each type of data modality are treated as independently observed
variables in each cell. We applied Celda_MM to profile the cellular heterogene-
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Figure 4.4: Antibody species specificity varies across markers. Dis-
tributions of ADT abundances for human and mouse cells by kernel
density estimation were shown. Gaussian kernel and bandwidth of
0.15 were used. Blue dotted line indicates one standard deviation
above mouse mean. Less than 5% of human cells had ADT abun-
dance greater than the blue dotted line for CD10, CD34, CCR5, and
CCR7 (highlighted in red), indicating the poor specificity of these
antibodies.
ity of the 8,617 cells in the same CBMC dataset. A UMAP dimension reduction
representation was generated based on the combined module and ADT probabil-
ities for each cell (Figure 4.5a). Celda_MM not only identified the major immune
cell populations captured by transcriptome-based clustering, it also identified T
cells subpopulations captured by ADT-based clustering (Figure 4.5b, Figure B.5).
The mRNA level enrichment of CD8A and CD8B in CD8+ T cells corresponds well
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with CD8 ADT abundance (Figure B.5). These results showed that Celda multi-
modal clustering outperformed both transcriptome- and ADT-based clustering at
profiling cellular heterogeneity in CBMCs.
4.3 Discussion
Single-cell sequencing datasets with multiple modalities give rise to computational
challenges in data analysis. For example, for the CBMC CITE-seq dataset analyzed
in this work, clustering and visualization based on a single modality failed to fully
capture the cellular heterogeneity of CBMCs. Celda_MM utilizes Bayesian hier-
archical models and views molecular measurements from different modalities as
independently observed variables. For the CBMC dataset, Celda_MM captured all
cell populations identified by either mRNA- or ADT-based clustering, demonstrat-
ing its advantage in profiling cell states from multimodal single-cell sequencing
data.
A few methods have been recently introduced for multimodal integration of single-
cell data. totalVI (Gayoso et al., 2021) learns the joint probabilistic representation of
multimodal data by combining neural networks with Bayesian hierarchical mod-
eling. MOFA+ (Argelaguet et al., 2020) integrates single-cell data from multiple
modalities using a statistical framework based on factor analysis and stochastic
variational inference. LIGER (Liu et al., 2020; Welch et al., 2019) applies integrative
non-negative matrix factorization to find shared metagenes and dataset-specific
factors that define cell states. WNN (Hao et al., 2020) learns cell-specific modality
“weights” and generates a weighted nearest neighbor graph which can be used for
downstream analyses including clustering and visualization. One potential caveat
is that Celda_MM and all these methods motioned above assume independence
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Figure 4.5: Celda_MM identified major immune cell subpopulations
and T cell subpopulations in CBMCs. a, UMAP dimension reduction
representation of ~8,014 CBMCs and ~603 mouse cell spike-ins com-
puted from combined module and ADT probabilities. 25 clusters
were identified. b, Left: Major immune cell identities were deter-
mined by the expression of selected marker genes. The average ex-
pression of top 100 mouse genes were also shown (“Mouse”). Right:
T cell subpopulation identities were determined by the abundance
of ADTs for selected cell surface markers. All cell populations identi-
fied by either transcriptome- or ADT-based clustering were success-
fully identified by Celda_MM.
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between variables measured from multiple modalities, which does not agree well
with biological intuition. For CITE-seq data, mRNA and protein measurements for
the same genes can be strongly correlated Figure 4.2. By taking into account the
cross-modality pairwise associations between features (Shomorony et al., 2020),
transcriptionally relevant multimodal modules may be identified providing in-
sights to multiomic heterogeneity in single cells.
Integrative multimodal analysis has the potential to provide a unified definition of
cellular identity (Hao et al., 2020). While the current implementation of Celda_MM
focuses on the analysis of two modalities, the model can be easily extended to
handle an arbitrary number of simultaneous measurements including transcrip-
tion, protein expression, chromatin accessibility, and DNA methylation. Overall,
Celda_MM presents a novel model-based clustering approach towards character-
izing cellular heterogeneity in biological samples profiled with single-cell assays
with multiple modalities.
4.4 Methods
4.4.1 Celda_MM statistical model
Celda_MM is an extension to Celda_CG and allows for multiple data type-specific
distributions for each cell population. The generative process for Celda_MM is
outlined in Figure 4.6 and as follows:
1. For each sample i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S}, draw θi ∼ DirK(α)
2. For each data type d ∈ {1, . . . , D}
(a) Draw ηd ∼ DirL(γd)
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Figure 4.6: Celda_MM identifies cellular heterogeneity by integrat-
ing data from multiple modalities. mRNA, protein, and additional
molecular measurements for the same cells are integrated and the
joint probability of these modalities is estimated for each cell popu-
lation.
(b) For each feature fd ∈ {1, . . . , Fd} of data type d, draw yfd ∼ Mult (ηd)
(c) For each feature module distribution l ∈ {1, . . . , L}
i. Define Yd,l = [yfd = l]
Fd
fd=1
ii. Draw ψd,l ∼ Dir (δdYd)
(d) For each cell population k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, draw ϕd,k ∼ Dir (βd)
3. For each cell j ∈ {1, . . . ,Mi} in sample i
(a) Draw zi,j ∼ Mult (θi)
(b) For the t-th count (t ∈ {1, . . . , Nd,i,j}) in cell j in sample i of data type d
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D is the number of data modalities or data types. fd is the feature for modality d.
yfd is the hidden feature module label drawn from ηd for feature fd and will return
a value between 1 and L. All other parameters have the same or similar definition
as in 3.5.1.
4.4.2 Data collection and preprocessing
The CBMC dataset was downloaded from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
with accession GSE100866. It contains 8,617 cells, 20,401 human genes, 15,897
mouse genes, and 13 ADTs. For feature selection, 4,756 genes with ≥3 counts de-
tected in ≥3 cells were used for transcriptome-based clustering. For coloring of
UMAPs, the raw mRNA or ADT counts were normalized by library size, square-
root transformed, centered, and scaled to unit variance. Values greater than 2 or
less than -2 were trimmed. For calculation of Pearson correlations and antibody
species specificity, the ADT counts were center-log-ratio (CLR) transformed for
each ADT.
4.4.3 Selecting the number of transcriptional modules (L) and cell clusters (K)
We applied a stepwise splitting procedure as implemented in the
recursiveSplitModule function in Celda to determine the optimal L for
the transcriptome data in CBMC CITE-seq dataset. recursiveSplitModule
uses the celda_G model to cluster genes into modules for a range of possible L
values (between 2 to 100 for the CBMC dataset). The rate of perplexity change
(RPC) was calculated for each successive model generation Figure 4.7. For the
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CBMC dataset, we found the model with 70 transcriptional modules had low
RPC and included resonable number of gene programs. Since there are only
13 available ADTs, we did not perform ADT clustering for the CBMC dataset.
We found the model with 25 cell clusters included both known and novel cell




















Figure 4.7: Determining the optimal number of transcriptional mod-
ules (L) for the mRNA modality of the CBMC dataset. Scatter plots
with the perplexity and RPC of models with a range of 2 to 100 tran-
scriptional modules were shown. For the CBMC dataset, a L value of
70 was selected because it was beyond the “elbow” on the curve and
captured biologically relevant modules observed when performing
manual review of module heatmaps.
4.4.4 UMAP of CBMC cells based on mRNA abundance
Similar to 3.5.6, UMAP of transcriptome data is performed using the square root
transformed MP matrix. The umap function from the uwot R package was ap-
plied to the MP matrix using Euclidean distance to obtain 2 dimensional coor-
dinates for each cell with n_neighbors = 50, min_dist = 0.6, and default
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settings.
4.4.5 UMAP of CBMC cells based on ADT abundance
UMAP of ADT data is performed using the square root transformed normalized
ADT counts. The umap function from the uwot R package was applied to the
matrix using Euclidean distance to obtain 2 dimensional coordinates for each cell
with n_neighbors = 50, min_dist = 0.6, and default settings.
4.4.6 UMAP of CBMC cells based on integrated abundance of Celda transcrip-
tional modules and ADTs
The raw counts for the 70 transcriptional modules and 13 ADTs were indepen-
dently normalized by total UMI counts and square root transformed, and subse-
quently combined resulting in a matrix with 83 features and 8,617 cells. UMAP is
performed on the combined matrix of square root transformed normalized data.
The umap function from the uwot R package was applied using Euclidean dis-
tance to obtain 2 dimensional coordinates for each cell with n_neighbors = 50,
min_dist = 0.6, and default settings.
4.4.7 Data availability
The CBMC dataset used in this work is available at http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE100866. The development version of





A.1 Celda_C: Clustering cells into subpopulations across samples
A.1.1 Background
The overall goal of the Celda_C is to cluster cells with similar count distributions
into the same cell population and is similar to previous document clustering mod-
els such as the Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture Model (Yin & Wang, 2014) or the
single-cell clustering method DIMM-SC (Sun et al., 2018). However, Celda_C also
allows for cells from multiple samples to be clustered together and assume that
each sample may contain different proportions of each cell population. Celda_C
will detemine the hidden label for each cell (i.e. cluster assignment to a popula-
tion), estimate the contribution of each gene in each cell population, and quantify
the distrubiton of each cell population for each sample (if multiple samples are
available).
We breifly review several properties of the Dirchlet-multinomial distribution used
throughout the collapsed Gibbs samplers. Let θ follow a symmetric Dirichlet dis-
tribution of length K parameterized by α, that is θ ∼ DirK(α). Here, α is used as
a single scalar value that is repeated K times for form the vector α, the parameter
for the symmetric Dirichlet distribution. The probability density function for this









Since we will utilize a symmetric Dirichlet distribution where all values of αk are






Let Z be a vector representing a series of M independent draws from a multino-
mial distribution parameterized by θ, that is zi ∼ Mult(θ) for i = 1..M . The joint







where mk represents the number of items in Z that are assigned to component k,
that is the number of times zi = k in vector Z. Using the Dirichlet distribution























































k=1 mk + α)∏K














Notice that the part on the right side of the equation on line 4 is a Dirichlet dis-
tribution which integrates to 1. Gibbs sampling can be used to approximate the
distribution p(Z|α). Let Z−(i) denote the set of hidden labels excluding zi. The
probability of zi can be written as:




To sample zi, we do not need the exact probability of this equation, but only need
to sample from the ratio of the probabilities for each possible value of zi. That
is:
P (zi = k|Z−(i), α) ∝ P (zi = k,Z−(i)|α). (A.7)
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Note that the equation on the right takes the form of equation (A.5) with zi set
equal to k which can be further simplified as follows:













since the values Γ(Kα), Γ(α)K , and Γ(
∑K
k=1mk + α) are all invariant with choice
of zi. This equation can be further simplified by using properties of the gamma
function and recognizing that the number of items assigned to k will increase by
1 when zi is set to k. We define mk−(i) to be the number of items assigned to k
excluding the current zi that is under investigation.
















∝ (mk−(i) + α).
(A.9)
Therefore, the probability that item zi belongs to component k is proportional to
the number of items already assigned to component k plus the concentration pa-
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rameter α (while excluding zi in the counts). These properties will be used to build
collapsed Gibbs samplers for Celda_C, Celda_G, and Celda_CG. We next outline
Celda_C, the model to cluster cells into populations and estimates the proportions
of each population within each sample.
A.1.2 Generative process
1. For each sample i ∈ {1..S}, draw θi ∼ DirK(α)
2. ϕk ∼ DirG(β) for k = 1..K
3. For each cell j ∈ {1..Mi} in sample i:
(a) Draw zi,j ∼ Mult(θi) for j = 1..Mi
(b) For each transcript t ∈ {1..Ni,j} in cell j in sample i, draw xi,j,t ∼
Mult(ϕzi,j)
Description of parameters:
S is the number of samples.
K is the number of cell subpopulations.
G is the number of genes.
Mi is the number of cells for sample i.
Ni,j is the number of transcripts for cell j in sample i.
zi,j is the hidden population for cell j in sample i xi,j,t is the tth transcript for cell j
in sample i
We refer to θ as the “Sample Probability (SP)” matrix as it defines the probability
of each cell population in each sample and ϕ as the “Population Probability (PP)”
matrix as it defines the probability of each gene being observed in each cell pop-
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Figure A.1: Plate diagram for the cell clustering model Celda_C.
Bold circles indicate given prior parameters and shaded circles in-
dicate observed data.
A.1.3 Inference using collapsed Gibbs sampling
To build a collapsed Gibbs sampler, θ and ϕwill be integrated out. As θ and ϕ are






































































where Ck is defined to be the set of cells assigned to subpopulation k and Cik is
defined to be the set of cells assigned to population k in sample i. Note that in the
last step, the index for ϕ has been changed from zi,j to k in P (wi,j,t = yg|ϕk) because
we have grouped all cells that have the same k rather than ordering them by their
index in sample i (i.e.
∏Mi
j=1). The reording in the last step allows us to focus on the
integration for each θi and a ϕk separately.
Let θi,k be the probability of observing cell population k in sample i and mi,k be the
number of cells in sample i that have zi,j = k, then the probabilities for cell counts








































We can use a similar process to integrate out ϕk. Let ϕk,g be the probability of
observing gene g in population k and ni,j,g be the number of counts in sample i in
cell j for gene g, and n(.),(k),g be the sum of all counts across all samples across the
subset of cells belonging to population k for gene g. The probablity for observed







































































The distribution p(Z|X, α, β) can be approximated with Gibbs sampling. Let zi,j
be the hidden subpopulation for cell j in sample i, and let Z−(i,j) denote the set of
hidden populations for all other cells. We therefore want to derive the following
probability:
p(zi,j = k|Z−(i,j),X, α, β) =
P (zi,j = k,Z−(i,j),X|α, β)
P (Z−(i,j),X|α, β)
∝ P (zi,j = k,Z−(i,j),X|α, β).
(A.17)
The equation on the right takes the form of the likelihood function with z(i,j) set
equal to k which can be simplified according to the procedure outlined in equations
(A.6-A.9):
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where mi,k is the number of cells assigned to population k in sample i and mi,k−(i,j)
is the number of cells assigned to population k in sample i excluding the cell j in
sample i. The left side of the equation could further simplified in line 3 due to
the fact that the label is only changing for cell j in sample i and the number of
cells in each population for all other samples will be stationary. Therefore, the part
of the equation concerning the counts for all samples other than sample i will be



























where v is the set of sample indices that are not equal to the current sample i. After
completing Gibbs sample and identifying theZ with the highest probability, point
estimates for the Dirichlet distribution probabilities can derived as described in the
next section.
A.1.4 Inference using point estimates
Given sample of Z, we can derive point estimates for the Dirichlet distributions.





where mi,k is the number of cells assigned to population k in sample i and Mi is





where n(·),(k),g is the sum of counts across all samples and cells belonging to sub-
populaiton k for gene g. n(·),(k),(·) is defined as the sum of counts across all samples
and across all cells in subpopulation k for all genes.
Given θ̂ and ϕ̂, we can identify the most likely cluster label for each zi,j :
ẑi,j = argmaxk
{














where Xi,j is the counts for cell j in sample i. In this inference procedure, we al-
ternate between estimating the Dirichlet distribution probabilities (θ̂ and ϕ̂) and
the cell labels (ẑi,j). Since each cell is fully assigned to a subpopulation, this pro-
cedure is not truly expectation-maximization (EM). It more closely resembles the
procedure used in K-means clustering, which is sometimes refered to as “hard”
EM.
A.1.5 Perplexity
Perplexity is a measure directly related to the probability of observing cell counts
given the estimated model parameters and can be used in cross validation or sub-




























where θi,k is the probabiity of a cell belonging to a cell population k in sample i,
ϕk,g is the probability of gene g in cell population k, nj,g is the count of gene g in
cell j in sample i.
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A.2 Celda_G: Clustering genes into transcriptional modules across cells
A.2.1 Background
The goal of text mining models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is to
identify hidden components called “topics” across a set of documents and esti-
mate the degree to which each topic is present in each document (Blei et al., 2003).
Each topic is a distribution over words in the vocabulary and represents the de-
gree to which the frequency of word counts co-occur with each other across the
documents. Furthuremore, each document is treated as a distribution over the col-
lection of topics and with each document having a different combination of topics.
The goal of the Celda_G model is to cluster genes into “transcriptional modules”
and estimate the degree to which each module is present in each cell. The funde-
mental biological principle being leveraged is that genes which are under control
of the same transcriptional programs (i.e. transcription factors and epigenetic reg-
ulators) will co-vary in expression across cells.
The goal of many gene expression clustering algorithms is to group genes into dis-
tinct, non-overlapping sets of genes (i.e. hard-clustering of genes). The rationale
for this type of clustering is that genes with highly similar expression patterns will
be involved in the same biological processes. In LDA and the majority of topic
models, each word has a non-zero probability in each topic and therefore every
topic can emit every word. As such, topics can be viewed as a mixture of words, a
form of “soft-clustering”. In the context of gene expression, this can lead to diffi-
culties in interpretation as all genes will belong to all transcriptional modules. For
example it would be difficult to interpret a transcriptional module that had a non-
zero probability for ciliary- and adipose-related genes. One could apply various
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post-hoc analyses to the results of LDA to find which types of genes have rela-
tively higher probabilities in each transcriptional module. However, this requires
the choice of which additional heuristic to use along with its various thresholds.
We sought to streamline the inference by incorporating the hard-clustering directly
into the model and assigning each gene to a unique transcriptional module.
The sparse Topic Model (sparseTM) is an extension to LDA that has the capability
to turn words completely “off” in different topics (Wang & Blei, 2009). The goal
of the sparseTM is to decouple sparsity and smoothness in the topic distributions.
While words still have the capability to be emitted by more than one topic, each
word will not necessarily be emitted by all topics. Here, we leverage this technique
to turn off genes in all transcriptional modules except one, thus performing “hard-
clustering”. For most topic models, the topics are drawn from an exchangeable
Dirichlet in which the components of the vector parameter are equal to the same
scalar. Assume that G is the number of genes. The exchangeable Dirichlet for a
transcriptional module, ψ, can be described as:
ψ ∼ DirG(δ1), (A.25)
where ψ is drawn from a Dirichlet parameterized by the scalar δ multiplied by aG-
length vector of 1’s. In a Dirichlet distribution, if a parameter is set to zero instead
of a positive scalar, the probability of that component in the resulting distribution
will also be zero. In the Celda_G model, we use different indicator vectors for each
transcriptional module to turn genes “on” or “off” in each module:
ψl ∼ DirG(δYl). (A.26)
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Here Yl is a G-length vector of 0’s and 1’s for transcriptional module ψl used to set
each parameter of the Dirichlet to 0 or δ. In contrast to sparseTM, the Yl vectors
are controlled such that a gene is only turned on in a single module which will
result in distinct, non-overlapping clusters of genes. The entire generative process
is outlined in the next section.
A.2.2 Generative process
1. Draw η ∼ DirL(γ)
2. For each gene g ∈ {1..G}, draw yg ∼ Mult(η)
3. For each transcriptional module distribution l ∈ {1..L} :
(a) Define Yl = [yg = l]
G
g=1
(b) Draw ψl ∼ DirG(δYl)
4. For each cell j ∈ {1..M}:
(a) Draw transcriptional module proportions ϕj ∼ DirL(β)
(b) For the t-th transcript in cell j, t ∈ {1..Nj}:
i. Draw wj,t ∼ Mult(ϕj)
ii. Draw xj,t ∼ Mult(ψwj,t)
Description of parameters:
L is the number of transcriptional modules.
G is the number of genes.
yg is the hidden module for gene g
M is the number of cells.
Nj is the number of transcripts for cell j.
wj,t is the hidden module for transcript xj,t
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xj,t is the tth transcript for cell j
In this model, η is a Dirichlet with length equal to the total number of transcrip-
tional modules specified by L. yg is a single categorical draw from η for gene g
and will return a value between 1 and L. “[ ]” refers to a Boolean operator and
returns 1 when the expression within the bracket is true and 0 otherwise. We use
this operator in step 3a to denote that the component in Yl corresponding to gene
g will be set to 1 if yg = l and 0 otherwise. Yl will then be used as an indicator
variable in step 3b to control the genes turned on in transcriptional module l. The
combination of these variables is used to control the assignment of each gene to a
single transcriptional module.
We also note that this model has two levels of hidden variables, one for the overall
gene, yg, and one for each individual transcript t in each cell j, wj,t. Another inter-
esting property of this framework is that the posterior will have a probability of 0
anywhere the hidden variable for an individual count of a gene does not equal the
hidden variable for the overall gene. This property will be utilized to marginalize
out the set of W as decribed in the inference section.
We also implement a similar nuance introduced in the sparseTM by Wang and Blei
et al (2009). When a transcriptional module does not have any genes assigned to it,
the likelihood is undefined. To overcome this problem, an additional “auxiliary”
gene is introduced as the “G+1”-th term in the matrix and assigned to the module
with no genes. Otherwise, the indicator variable for the auxiliary gene will be set
to 0 in all modules. Note that the auxiliary genes do not have any observed counts
in the dataset. We allow for multiple auxiliary genes to be instantiated if multiple
transcriptional modules do not have any genes assigned to them.
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We refer toϕ as the “Module Probability (MP)” matrix as it defines the probablity
of each transcriptional module within each cell and ψ as the “Gene Probability
(GP)” matrix as it defines the probability of each gene within each transcriptional
module. The complete likelihood function is below followed by the plate diagram
(Figure A.2):


























Figure A.2: Plate diagram for gene clustering model Celda_G. Bold
circles indicate given prior parameters and shaded circles indicate
observed data.
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A.2.3 Inference using collapsed Gibbs sampling
To build a collapsed Gibbs sampler, we will integrate out η, ϕ, ψ, andW :



























We will first simplify the marginalization over the hidden state for each count,
wj,t. This sum can be subdivived into two components. The first component cor-
responds to part of the summation where the hidden state assignment for an indi-
vidual count within a gene (denoted by wj,t) is the same as the overall hidden gene
label (denoted by yg). The second part corresponds to summation over the remain-
ing components where the hidden state assignment for the count is not equal to
the overall gene label yg:
L∑
v=1




P (wj,t = v
′|ϕj)P (xj,t = g|ψv′).
(A.29)
In LDA, all of the components in this marginalization would be nonzero. However,
in this model, genes have been assigned to a single transcriptional module based
on the set of Y indicator variables. That is, P (xj,t = g|ψv) = 0 when v is not
equal to yg for gene g. In other words, since each gene can only be assigned to
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a single transcriptional module, according to yg, the probability of a count being
assigned to that gene in another transcriptional module (i.e. when wj,t 6= yg) is
zero. In fact, the only nonzero component in the sum will occur when wj,t = yg.
The combination of the Y indicator variables and the marginalization of the W
allows us to simultaneously estimate the same hidden state for all counts in a gene
rather than sampling different states for each individual count and thus provides




P (wj,t = v|ϕj)P (xj,t = g|ψv) = P (wj,t = yg|ϕj)P (xj,t = g|ψyg). (A.30)
And the overall likelihood will “collapse” back down to a product:



















P (wj,t = yg|ϕj)P (xj,t = g|ψyg)dψdϕdη.
(A.31)
We can also integrate out the probabilities from the Dirichlet-multinomial distri-
butions. First, we group terms related to each integration:
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P (xj,t = g|ψyg)dψ.
(A.32)
If we use the notation Vl to denote the subset of genes that are assigned to module
l and |Vl| to denote the number of genes assigned to module l, we can re-write the









where ηl is the probability of a gene being assigned to module l. Now η can be





























Next, we focus on ϕ. Let nj,g be the number of counts for gene g in cell j and let (·)
be used to indicate a sum across all elements in a dimension. Also, let nj,(Vl) be the
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sum of counts from the set of genes assigned to module l in cell j. We can re-write
the multinomial probabilities for a single cell j as:
Nj∏
t=1






where ϕj,l is the probability of a module l in cell j. Now terms can be grouped and


















































Let, n(·),g represent the sum of counts for gene g across all cells. The multinomial

















v∈Vl to denote the sum or product over genes
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assigned to module l, respectively. That is, the sum or product over the active,

























































In summary, the complete collapsed likelihood is as follows:
































The distribution p(Y |X, β, δ, γ) can be approximated with Gibbs sampling. Let yg
be the hidden state for gene j and let Y−(g) denote the set of hidden modules for
all other genes. We therefore want to derive the following probability:
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P (yg = l|Y−(g),X, β, δ, γ) =
P (yg = l,Y−(g),X|β, δ, γ)
P (Y−(g),X|β, δ, γ)
∝ P (yg = l,Y−(g),X|β, δ, γ),
(A.40)
which is equal to the likelihood equation listed above. The likelihood equation can
be simplified by removing elements that are invariant with different choices of yg.

















































l=1 nj,(Vl) + β = Nj +Lβ, where Nj is the total number of counts in cell
j. This quantity is invariant with respect to choice of yg and thus can be dropped.






















The full Gibbs sampling equation is as follows:
























This equation could be further simplified when no auxillary genes are instantiated.





l |Vl| = Γ(δ)G is invariant to the
choice of yg when no auxillary genes are instantiated. However, when an auxillary
gene is activated in a module without any real genes, the total number of genes G
increases by one. Therefore, we did not simplify components that depend on the
total number of genes further.
The second and third terms of above equation can be further simplified to speed
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where n−(g) is the total number of transcripts leaving out those from gene g. Specif-
ically, for example, n−(g)j,(Vl) is the total number of transcripts in cell j of all the genes
in module l leaving out those from gene g. Note that when gene g is currently not





Hence the full Gibbs sampling equation is simplified as:


































A.2.4 Posterior point estimates for Dirichlet distributions
With given sample of Y , we can derive point estimates for the Dirichlet distribu-





where nj,(Vl) is the sum of counts across all genes belonging to module l for cell j





if yg = l (i.e. if gene g is assigned to transcriptional module l). If yg 6= l, then the
posterior probability is 0. n(·),g is the sum of counts for gene g across all cells and
n(·),(Vl) is the sum of counts across all genes belonging to module l for all cells.
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A.2.5 Perplexity
Perplexity was previously defined in equation (A.23). For the Celda_G model, we













where ϕj,l is the probabiity transcriptional module l in cell j, ψl,g is the probability
of gene g in transcriptional module l, nj,g is the number of counts in gene g for cell
j, and ηl is the probability of a gene being assigned to transcriptional module l.
Note that the only non-zero ψl,g will be where yg = l for gene g and thus the sum






nj,g log(ϕj,ygψyg ,g). (A.50)
A.3 Celda_CG: Simultaneous clustering of genes into transcriptional modules
and cells into subpopulation
A.3.1 Background
Celda_CG combines principles from both Celda_C and Celda_G models to per-
form co-clustering of genes into transcriptional modules and cells into subpop-
ulations. A co-clustering topic model was previously developed called “Latent
Dirichlet Co-Clustering” (Shafiei & Milios, 2006), in which each document is mod-
eled as a mixture of document topics, each topic is a distribution over some para-
graphs of the text, each of paragraph in the document is a mixture of word topics,
and each word topic is a distribution over words. Here, we model each sample
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as a mixture of cellular subpopulations, each subpopulation as a mixture of tran-
scriptional modules, and each transcriptional module as a mixture of genes. Note
that we include the “hard-clustering” approach of Celda_G where each gene can
only belong to a single transcriptional module.
A.3.2 Generative process
1. Draw η ∼ DirL(γ)
2. For each gene g ∈ {1..G}, draw yg ∼ Mult(η)
3. For each transcriptional module distribution l ∈ {1..L} :
(a) Define Yl = [yg = l]
G
g=1
(b) Draw ψl ∼ Dir(δYl)
4. For each sample i ∈ {1..S}, draw θi ∼ DirK(α)
5. For each cell population k ∈ {1..K}, draw ϕk ∼ DirL(β)
6. For each cell j ∈ {1..Mi} in sample i:
(a) Draw zi,j ∼ Mult(θi)
(b) For the t-th transcript in cell j in sample i, t ∈ {1..Ni,j}:
i. Draw wi,j,t ∼ Mult(ϕzi,j)
ii. Draw xi,j,t ∼ Mult(ψwi,j,t)
Description of parameters:
S is the number of samples.
Mi is the number of cells in sample i.
K is the number of cellular subpopulations
L is the number of transcriptional modules.
G is the number of genes.
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yg is the hidden transcriptional module for gene g
zi,j is the hidden cell population for cell j in sample i
Ni,j is the number of transcripts for cell j in sample i.
wi,j,t is the hidden transcriptional module for transcript xi,j,t
xi,j,t is the tth transcript for cell j in sample i.
Similar to the previous models, we refer to θ as the “Sample Probability (SP)”
matrix as it defines the probability of each cell population in each sample, ϕ as
the “Population Probability (PP)” matrix as it defines the probability of each tran-
scriptional module in each cell population, and ψ as the “Gene Probability (GP)”
matrix as it defines the probability of each gene within each transcriptional mod-
ule. The complete likelihood function is below followed by the plate diagram (Fig-
ure A.3):






















A.3.3 Inference using collapsed Gibbs sampling















Figure A.3: Plate diagram for cell and gene co-clustering model
Celda_CG. Bold circles indicate given prior parameters and shaded
circles indicate observed data.





































Using the procedure outlined in Celda_G, we can reduce the sum related to the
marginalization of W by removing all components that are zero (i.e. all compo-
nents where wi,j,t 6= yg):
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P (wi,j,t = yg|ϕzi,j)P (xi,j,t = g|ψyg)dϕdθdψdη.
(A.53)
To integrate out the probabilities from the Dirichlet-multinomial distributions, we
group terms related to η, θ, ϕ, and ψ:









































P (xi,j,t = g|ψyg)dψ.
(A.54)
The integration for θ and η and follow the same procedures described in equations
(A.13) and (A.34), respectively. Next, we can rearrange the components related to
ϕ to focus on a single ϕk as they are independent of one another. If we define Ck to
be the set of cells assigned to subpopulation k and Cik to be the set of cells assigned
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P (wi,j,t = yg|ϕk)dϕk.
(A.55)
Note that the index for ϕ has been changed from zi,j to k in P (wi,j,t = yg|ϕk) because
we have grouped all cells that have the same k rather than ordering them by their
index in sample i (i.e.
∏Mi














where n(·),(k),(Vl) represents the sum of counts across all samples for cells assigned to
subpopulation k for genes belonging to transcriptional module l. We can then inte-



































Next, we focus on the integration of ψ. Let, n(·),(·),g represent the sum of counts for
gene g across all cells from all samples. The multinomial probabilities related to ψ

















v∈Vl represents a product over the set of genes assigned to transcriptional
module l, similar to equation (A.37). Terms related to a specific ψl can then be




























































For clarity, the complete collapsed likelihood is as follows:








































To perform Gibbs sampling, we will estimate the conditional distributions for the
Z and Y indicator variables separately. For Z, we have:
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p(zi,j = k|Z−(i,j),Y ,X, α, β, δ, γ) =
P (zi,j = k,Z−(i,j),Y ,X|α, β, δ, γ)
P (Z−(i,j),Y ,X|α, β, δ, γ)
∝ P (zi,j = k,Z−(i,j),Y ,X|α, β, δ, γ).
(A.61)
The first and last lines on the right side of equation (A.60) are invariant with respect
to the configuration of cell population hidden variables Z and can be dropped.
The second component can be simplified in the same manner as the corresponding
component in the Celda_C model in equation (A.18). Therefore the final condi-
tional distribution can be summarized as:
P (zi,j = k,Z−(i,j),Y ,X|α, β, δ, γ)












where mi,(k)−(i,j) is is the number of cells assigned to subpopulation k in sample i
excluding the cell zi,j . Importantly, the form of equation (A.62) is similar to that
of the final line in equation (A.18) in Celda_C. The only difference is that Celda_C
is performing the calculation over all genes whereas Celda_CG is performing the
calculation over transcriptional modules. This can be elucidated by the fact that
Celda_C uses n(·),(k),g which is the sum of counts across all samples for cells in
population k for gene g, whereas Celda_CG uses n(·),(k),(Vl) which also sums to-
gether counts across all genes in a transcriptional module Vl in addition to sum-
ming across all cells in subpopulation Ck. In other words, the cell clustering occurs
in a similar fashion as Celda_C, but on the reduced dimensional matrix of tran-
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scriptional modules rather than on the full matrix of genes.
Next, we will derive the Gibbs sampling equation for updates to Y :
P (yg = l|Y−(g),Z,X, α, β, δ, γ) =
P (yg = l,Y−(g),Z,X|α, β, δ, γ)
P (Y−(g),Z,X|α, β, δ, γ)
∝ P (yg = l,Y−(g),Z,X|α, β, δ, γ).
(A.63)
Similar to Celda_G, several components of equation (A.60) are invariant with re-
spect to the configuration of the transcriptional module hidden variables Y and
can be dropped. This includes the quantify Γ(Lγ)
Γ(γ)L
on the first line, the complete









v∈Vl Γ(n(·),(·),v + δ) on the numerator of the last line. The
final equation is as follows:























This form of the equation is equivalent to equation (A.44) in Celda_G except for
the fact that individual cells have been replaced with cell populations. In essense,
all cells from the same subpopulation are summed together and the inference of
transcriptional modules is performed on this reduced matrix. While Celda_C and
Celda_G could be run separately to cluster cells and genes, Celda_CG will be sig-
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nificantly faster than running each of the other two models and is essential for un-
derstanding how each cell population can be described as a different combination
of transcriptional modules.
The second and third terms in the above equation can be simplified in a similar
manner as in Celda_G to further speed up updating yg. Given the current gene g



















































































































































where V −(g)l is the total number of genes in module l leaving out gene g. Notice
that when gene g is currently not in module l, V −(g)l‘ is the same as Vl‘.
Hence the full Gibbs sampling equation is simplified as:



































After completing Gibbs sample and identifying theZ and Y with the highest prob-
ability, point estimates for the Dirichlet distribution probabilities can derived as
described in the next section.
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A.3.4 Inference using point estimates
With a given sample of Y and Z, we can derive point estimates for the Dirichlet





where mi,(k) is the number of cells assigned to population k in sample i and Mi is





where n(·),(k),(Vl) is the sum of counts across all samples across all cells belonging to
subpopulaiton k across all genes belonging to transcriptional module l . n(·),(k),(·) is
the sum of counts across all samples and across all cells belonging to subpopula-





if yg = l (i.e. if gene g is assigned to transcriptional module l). If yg 6= l, then the
posterior probability is 0. n(·),(·),g is the sum of counts across all samples and cells
for gene g and n(·),(·),(Vl) is the sum of counts all samples and cells across all genes
belonging to module l.

















where Xi,j is the counts for cell j in sample i and ni,j,(Vl) is the sum of counts be-
longing to transcriptional module l in cell j in sample i. Note the form of this
equation is similar to the point estimate for Z in Celda_C, with the exception that
genes have been collapsed into transcriptional modules. In this inference proce-
dure, we alternate between estimating the Dirichlet distribution probabilities (θ̂
and ϕ̂), the cell labels (ẑi,j), and the gene cluster labels Y . Y is still estimated with
Gibbs sampling conditioned on the point estimates for Z as decribed in the previ-
ous section. Since each cell is fully assigned to a subpopulation, this procedure is
not truly expectation-maximization (EM). It more closely resembles the procedure
used in K-means clustering, which is sometimes refered to as “hard” EM.
Although not explicitly specified in this model, we can also derive a “Module
Probability (MP)” matrix containing the probability of each transcriptional mod-
ule in each individual cell, which can be used in downstream analyses. This is
performed by dividing the number of counts assigned to transcriptional module l







Perplexity was previously defined in equation (A.23). For the Celda_CG model,



















where θi,k is the probabiity of a cell belonging to a cell population k in sample i,
ϕk,g is the probability of transcriptional module l in cell population k, ψl,g is the
probability of gene g in transcriptional module l, ni,j,g is the count of gene g in cell
j in sample i, and ηl is the probability of a gene being assigned to transcriptional
module l. Note that the only non-zero ψl,g will be where yg = l for gene g and thus































































Figure B.1: The expression of marker genes for T cell and other
cell subpopulations projected on the transcriptome-based visualiza-
tion. The UMAP representation from Figure 4.1a were colored by
scaled normalized expressions of T cell marker genes CD3E, CD3G,
T helper cell marker gene CD4, IL7R, cytotoxic T cell marker genes
CD8A, CD8B, leukocyte marker gene PTPRC, NK cell marker gene
NCAM1, activated T cell marker gene CCR5, memory T cell marker
CCR7, naive T cell marker genes SELL, CD27, B cell marker gene
MME, NKT cell marker genes GNLY, KLRG1, GZMH, activated T
cell marker gene MKI67, and DC marker gene ITGAX. CD4+ & CD8+
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Figure B.2: ADT abundance projected on the transcriptome-based
visualization. The UMAP representation from Figure 4.1a were col-
ored by scaled CLR-transformed expressions of ADTs. CD4+ & CD8+



























































Figure B.3: The expression of marker genes for T cell and other
cell subpopulations projected on the ADT-based visualization. The
UMAP representation from Figure 4.3a were colored by scaled nor-
malized expressions of T cell marker genes CD3E, CD3G, T helper
cell marker gene CD4, IL7R, cytotoxic T cell marker genes CD8A,
CD8B, leukocyte marker gene PTPRC, NK cell marker gene NCAM1,
activated T cell marker gene CCR5, memory T cell marker CCR7,
naive T cell marker genes SELL, CD27, B cell marker gene MME,
NKT cell marker genes GNLY, KLRG1, GZMH, activated T cell
marker gene MKI67, and DC marker gene ITGAX. CD4+ & CD8+ T
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Figure B.4: Gene expressions projected on the ADT-based visualiza-
tion. The UMAP representation from Figure 4.3a were colored by
scaled normalized expressions of selected marker genes (CD3D for
T cells, CD19 for B cells, HLA-DQB1 for macrophages, KLRD1 for
NK cells, FCGR3A for FCGR3A+ monocytes, CD14 for CD14+ mono-
cytes, FCER1A for DCs, CLEC4C for pDCs, ITGA2B for megakary-
ocytes, CD34 for CD34+ progenitors, HBB for erythrocyte progen-















































Figure B.5: The expression of marker genes for T cell and other
cell subpopulations projected on Celda_MM combined visualiza-
tion. The UMAP representation from Figure 4.5a were colored by
scaled normalized expressions of T cell marker genes CD3E, CD3G,
T helper cell marker gene CD4, IL7R, cytotoxic T cell marker genes
CD8A, CD8B, leukocyte marker gene PTPRC, NK cell marker gene
NCAM1, activated T cell marker gene CCR5, memory T cell marker
CCR7, naive T cell marker genes SELL, CD27, B cell marker gene
MME, NKT cell marker genes GNLY, KLRG1, GZMH, activated T
cell marker gene MKI67, and DC marker gene ITGAX. CD4+ & CD8+
T cells were clearly separated.
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